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Foreword

i

Queensland Department of Main Roads (Main Roads) and the Local Government Association of

Queensland Inc., for and on behalf of Queensland Local Government, have worked in partnership in

formulating this agreement on cost sharing responsibilities for works on State-controlled roads. It

recognises that, while local roads, towns and cities are managed by Local Government and State-

controlled roads are managed by Main Roads, roads do not exist in isolation and must integrate

smoothly and efficiently, and complement the surrounding environment. Therefore, this agreement is

aimed at facilitating and providing for the needs of Local Government and Main Roads while at the

same time enhancing the good operational relationship which already exists.

Policies on cost sharing on State-controlled roads have been in place for a considerable period. These

past policies have now been jointly reviewed and the result of this work is formally presented in this

agreement. The rationalisation of practices and responsibilities has been guided by the establishment of

a set of principles which form the fundamental framework of this agreement. This agreement will

provide the mechanism whereby cost sharing practices across the State will be more uniform.

Each organisation has a range of responsibilities set out within its respective legislation. The agreement

acts to bridge this legislation by providing the necessary detail for a wide range of different activities

undertaken within and adjacent to State-controlled roads. Construction and maintenance

responsibilities are covered in detail for each activity.

It is envisaged that this agreement will lead to a better understanding of each party’s requirements and

responsibilities, lead to more efficient work practices and help cement an even stronger working

relationship for the future between both tiers of Government in Queensland.

Mr J C Varghese Mr G J Hallam

Director-General Executive Director

Department of Main Roads Local Government Association of Queensland Inc.

Dated this seventh day of March 2000.
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Introduction

1

Introduction:

Both the Queensland Government, through the Department of Main Roads (Main Roads), and Local

Government have roles in the management of the State’s road network. This means that each party

has a vital interest in maximising the effectiveness and efficiency in the delivery of road infrastructure.

Out of necessity therefore, the effective management of this network requires cooperation and open

sharing of information between both parties.

The management of the State-controlled road network is vested in Main Roads. The management,

control and regulation of the remainder of the State’s road network is vested in the relevant Local

Government. Queensland’s road network consists of 174,000 km of public roads, of which 140,000 km

are roads under Local Government control and administration while the remaining 34,000 km are

State-controlled roads. There is also a relatively small length of privately owned roads.

With such a large interface of management responsibilities on the State’s road network, areas of

responsibility overlap. In such cases, this document will examine and clarify those areas where sharing

of costs may be necessary between Main Roads and the relevant Local Government.

This document has been created due to inconsistency and a lack of clarity in the cost sharing

arrangements between Main Roads and Local Government across the State. Its purpose is to define

the nature of the relationship between the parties, and the cost sharing arrangements that have

developed, to ensure the ongoing success of the relationship.

This agreement consolidates the detailed information necessary for the day to day interpretation of

policy. It provides the necessary support for the Protocol Agreement between Main Roads and Local

Government.

This agreement is a policy document that deals with cost-sharing and should not be taken by Main

Roads or Local Governments to amount to an admission of responsibility or liability for any individual

work undertaken on the road network.
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2

Policy – from past to present:

Over the past 30 years or so, policies and practices have evolved between Main Roads and Local

Government in respect of shared responsibilities and cost-sharing arrangements for State-controlled

roads. These policies evolved against a background of a long-standing and continuing relationship of

trust between both parties. In general, the primary responsibility of Main Roads on the State-

controlled road network is to provide road infrastructure for the movement of through traffic.

Although located within the same road reserve, enhanced works which principally cater for local

amenity or local needs (for example, regulated parking, footpaths etc.) are in general the responsibility

of Local Government. Over time, this policy evolved in two different aspects:

1. The first aspect defines the physical limits of shared responsibility between Main Roads and Local

Government for undertaking works including both construction and maintenance activities within

and adjacent to the State-controlled road reserve; and

2. The second aspect qualifies the cost-sharing arrangements and associated financial administrative

processes between Main Roads and Local Government.

It became evident that a review of the cost sharing policy was required for the following reasons:

no single document was available that encapsulated all aspects of cost sharing;

there were perceived inequities in the application of cost sharing principles on a statewide

basis (i.e. the possible inconsistencies in the treatment of Local Governments and Main

Roads’ Districts in similar circumstances);

possible variability in policy application between regions;

the scope of the policy requirements had changed over time - specific activities needed to be

reviewed in light of recent changes;

negotiations between authorities on cost-sharing were often extremely time-consuming

owing to differences in policy knowledge and interpretation;

lack of awareness of policy, particularly among newer personnel or due to frequent staff

changes.

To overcome these shortcomings  a comprehensive review of existing arrangements was undertaken

by Main Roads, Local Government Association of Queensland Inc. and Local Government.

Policy � from past to present
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Scope/Proposed Principles

3

Scope:

The scope of this policy is limited to State-controlled roads and those areas immediately adjacent to

and under the control of Local Government. This review has focused on:

rationalising existing cost-sharing arrangements whilst at the same time building on the best

elements of the existing policy base;

examining and reviewing new or emerging activities which could present difficulties with

policy interpretation or for which no policy exists;

consolidating cost-sharing arrangements into a single document which provides for equitable

and consistent application on a Statewide basis.

Proposed Principles:

As a starting point, and to ensure consistency of approach for cost sharing activities, a set of principles

has been developed. These principles were of assistance in compiling the list of activities that appear

later in this document. However this list cannot cover every conceivable scenario that may occur. In

these cases the principles should be used to assist in arriving at an agreed outcome.

Traditionally, the road consists of a pavement usually located in the centre of the road reserve and

flanked by nature strips. These are predominantly used for pedestrian traffic, provision of utility

services, passage of stock, provision of access to adjoining land and ancillary works and encroachments.

Responsibility for approval of the location of utility services and pedestrian facilities are set by the

authority responsible for controlling the road reserve. The level of service provision is usually set by

technical codes of practice or standards developed over time by State Road Authorities and national

bodies.

It is important to differentiate between the level of service provision in rural and urban areas. Urban

areas are usually characterised by higher population levels and, as such, roads in urban areas contain

higher order features. On the other hand, rural roads are generally located in sparsely populated areas

and are represented by relatively lower levels of service provision (see glossary of terms for expanded

definitions).

These principles may not represent the total responsibility of either party but relate to common areas

where shared responsibilities exist. Any Act or Regulation of Queensland or Australia is unaffected, and

common law rules and doctrines apply.
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Principles

Principles

1. Main Roads has a responsibility to manage the movement of vehicular traffic in a safe and

efficient manner onto, along, across and off the pavement of the State-controlled road

network and to provide and maintain the associated infrastructure appropriate to that role;

Explanation of Principle 1: The term vehicular traffic applies to motor vehicles of all types and

bicycles but excludes animals, trains, trams, pedestrians and other movable articles which could

confuse the principle. Main Roads also has responsibilities towards pedestrians and this is covered

by Principle 2.

The intention of the principle is to highlight Main Roads’ responsibility for the movement of

vehicular traffic from a point immediately preceding entry onto the State-controlled road, the

journey along and across the road and finally the exit off the road. The principle includes bikeways

contained within the carriageway.The principle would exclude service roads as these are generally

not declared State-controlled roads.

Safety is achieved by providing the required standard for roads and associated infrastructure for the

driving conditions likely to be encountered. This would include construction and maintenance of

road pavements, shoulders, verges, bridges, speed advisory signs and directional signs, roadside

stopping places, etc.

Efficiency is achieved by an ongoing program of upgrading the State-controlled road network. This

includes programs for road widening, realignment, major bypass routes, passing lanes, intersection

upgrading (including overpasses), traffic management initiatives etc.

2. Main Roads and Local Government are responsible for providing for the safe movement of

pedestrians and cyclists where they are required, or expected to share the road carriageway

with vehicular traffic on roads under their management;

Explanation of Principle 2: The intent of the principle is for Main Roads and Local Government to

accept responsibility for the movement of pedestrians to prevent conflict with vehicular traffic. This

is addressed by the provision of pedestrian crossings, safety refuges, grade separated structures

(underpasses and footbridges that cross transverse to traffic flow), footways within the road

reserve and footways on bridge structures where required. The provision of footway corridors on

State-controlled roads is generally a Main Roads responsibility however improvements to footways
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Principles
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to improve local amenity, such as construction of concrete or paved footpaths, is a Local

Government responsibility. Main Roads’ responsibility to pedestrian safety does not exclude Local

Government or the Private Sector from participating by providing infrastructure.

3. Main Roads is responsible for managing State-controlled roads as prescribed by relevant

legislation, policies, standards, codes of practice and having regard to Local Government

practice on adjacent local roads. Should Local Government require a higher level of

construction or maintenance to be provided, except where local agreements exist, Local

Government will be required to contribute to the additional costs incurred in providing the

higher level of service or standard;

Explanation of Principle 3: This principle targets those occasions where the standard or the level of

service of both organisations do not align.

Main Roads has the responsibility for the control of the State-controlled road network. To help

achieve this, Main Roads has adopted certain standards for amenity, construction and maintenance.

Some of these standards are used by other State Road Authorities while others are based on

Queensland Government legislation, policy and local conditions.

In certain areas of the road reserve where responsibilities or expectations overlap, it is recognised

that the standards required by some Local Governments may exceed those of Main Roads. Some

specific cases may relate to the standard of mowing and litter collection on the approaches to

towns and cities. In these cases, this Principle allows for Local Government to contribute to the

construction or maintenance activity to bring it up to the level it desires. In certain cases Main

Roads may increase its standard to match the relevant standards adopted by Local Government on

adjacent local roads.

4. Local Government is responsible for managing local roads as prescribed by relevant

legislation, regulations, local laws and standards within its own area of responsibility. Should

Main Roads require a higher level of construction or maintenance it will be required to

contribute to the additional costs incurred in providing the higher level of service or

standard.

Explanation of Principle 4: The principle is essentially a reciprocal of Principle 3. Local Government

has powers vested to it by legislation for areas under its control. These responsibilities relate

primarily to local roads but may relate to matters affecting a State-controlled road.
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6

Principles

Local Government’s expectations or responsibilities may impact or overlap onto the road

infrastructure corridor and includes responsibility for building and planning, environmental services,

flood mitigation, river and creek cleaning, anti-litter programs, drainage, water supply and sewerage,

bus stops, pedestrians, bikeways, parking, advertising signage and Local Government roads. Local

Government provides bikeways both for commuter and recreation cyclists. Main Roads

participates by contributing to bikeway links within the State-controlled  road corridor and on

Local Government roads as part of Local Government’s overall bikeway network strategy.

An example of this principle is: Main Roads may contribute to the cost of upgrading an adjacent

Local Government road link to reduce a proportion of local traffic flow on the State-controlled

road.

5. Where Main Roads or Local Government perform construction, maintenance or other work :

which impacts on infrastructure under the control of the another party, the

functionality of any elements affected shall be reinstated to at least a similar

standard as existed previously;

the responsibilities for construction may differ from maintenance due to policy,

functionality and/or practicality;.

agreement by both parties should occur before the implementation of the above

works or changes to responsibility for works.

Explanation of Principle 5: With regard to the first dot point, the principle has been in place for a

long period and was built upon the trust and co-operation that exists between the two

organisations. For the sake of completeness it has been restated although most would agree that it

is a principle that is ‘understood’. In essence, the status quo of existing works shall be maintained.

An example is where Main Roads or Local Government upgrade a road and grade levels are

altered. The party initiating the changes would be responsible for ensuring any adjoining roads are

appropriately tied in and damage to infrastructure such as kerb and channel, driveways, etc. are

restored to a similar standard.

The second dot point highlights and discounts the automatic assumption that the original provider

of a facility must accept the maintenance responsibility for that facility. An example is the
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Principles
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construction of service roads by Main Roads due to through road upgrading, with Local

Government responsible for maintenance activities after construction is complete.

The third dot point highlights that both parties are aware of scope of their individual

responsibilities and thereby assist in arriving at a mutually acceptable solution.

6. Main Roads and Local Government will be jointly responsible for ensuring that

environmental management policies which contribute to the achievement of ecologically

sustainable development are implemented with respect to State-controlled roads. In

accordance with this principle:

Main Roads and Local Government will be individually responsible for environmental

management of their respective works within the road reserve; and

the environmental impact of the road infrastructure and traffic will be collectively

managed by Main Roads and Local Government for the areas contained within the

road reserve and  its surrounding ‘zone of influence’.

Explanation of Principle 6: The first sentence consolidates the commitment both Main Roads and

Local Government have to the environment and also reflects the legislative requirements that bind

both Main Roads and Local Government.

In specific terms, the first dot point means that each respective agency is responsible for managing

the environmental impact of any work that it performs.

The second dot point relates to the wider issues that affect people residing within proximity of the

road reserve. State-controlled roads can have an effect on the local community through changes in

traffic densities, noise generation, traffic pollutants and changes to property access, land values etc.

Local Government can also have an effect on the local community within the ‘zone of influence’ by

approving building construction, determining land zoning and planning development. Inadequate

integration of development and roads may result in unhappy residents due to excessive noise,

unsightly noise barriers, difficulty of access to property, stormwater runoff etc. An Environmental

Management Plan may be used to reflect the requirements of a particular area or methodology for

addressing a specific problem.
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Principles

7. Where the individual responsibilities for Main Roads and Local Government overlap and/or

are not clearly defined, the respective responsibilities will be resolved by consultation using

these principles as a basis of negotiations. Local agreements resulting from consultation will

be recorded. Where these agreements are of Statewide significance and are endorsed by

both the Local Government Association of Queensland and Main Roads they will be

promulgated as policy.

Explanation of Principle 7: This principle establishes the mechanism for developingf cost sharing

arrangements. There are a number of common activities across the State that require a uniform

approach. It is intended that these be agreed on, codified and distributed on a Statewide basis.

Also, it is recognised that there are circumstances where Main Roads gains benefit and elects to

contribute to works which might generally be considered to be Local Government responsibility.

The decision to differ from set policy due to circumstances lies with the Executive Director, Main

Roads for that region. Special agreements may be arranged with Local Government due to various

factors, however these agreements should be in accordance with these Principles. These

agreements should be respected and are not intended to demonstrate a general change in policy.

While some flexibility is essential due to the dynamic nature of the State, the application of the

policy should only be altered to meet immediate emergent issues. Any longer term agreements

should have ‘sunset’ clauses inbuilt after which the policy reverts to standard general policy.

Where agreements already exist between Main Roads and Local Government(s), renegotiation

should occur to encapsulate the outcomes of this review in order to ensure Statewide uniformity.

Where the principles may not be entirely applicable the issues should be resolved by amicable

agreement.

8. Disputes shall be resolved according to the Protocol Agreement between Main Roads and

the Local Government Association of Queensland Inc.

Explanation of Principle 8: This principle formally states the mechanism for the resolution of issues

that cannot be resolved quickly and satisfactorily.
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Funding Implications:

This policy is about the allocation of responsibilities for funding the construction and maintenance of

particular road infrastructure and it should not be construed that certain infrastructure must be

provided as a direct result of this policy.

Each year, the Minister for Transport and Main Roads is required by legislation to make the Roads

Implementation Program (RIP) publicly available and it is customary to present it to Parliament.

Following tabling in Parliament, the RIP is published for public presentation. Essentially, the RIP is a five-

year, forward, rolling program of Main Roads roadwork projects. The program includes both new

construction, rehabilitation and maintenance works. Main Roads has a limited allocation of funds and

approves projects in the RIP after due consideration of various criteria such as contribution to the

State’s economic development, safety of road users, transport efficiency, network planning,

environmental and social issues etc.

Local Government contributions included in the RIP are generally related to capital works or

programmed maintenance undertaken in association with Main Roads’ work. Local Governments have

similar advance planning programs in place to show the future allocations of funds. Where either Main

Roads or Local Government works have a monetary impact on the other party, advance notice of

intended works together with an estimate of costs should be given at the earliest opportunity. This

will require close cooperation between parties on all stages of a project. An essential part of

preconstruction planning activities is the determination and agreement of the quantum and timing of

monetary contributions for projects.

Prior to proceeding with detailed design of any project where there is a shared responsibility, written

agreement on the provision of facilities and associated cost sharing arrangements between Local

Government and Main Roads should be obtained. The importance of Local Government and Main

Roads resolving issues at an early stage is heightened by the increased emphasis now placed on the

public consultation process. Where this results in increased costs, the priority of works may be

affected.

Similarly, for National Highways, Local Government will continue to play an active role in participating

and negotiating outcomes in partnership with Main Roads.
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Implementation

Implementation:

The funding of Main Roads’ projects is controlled and approved statewide through the Roads

Implementation Program. The projects and project costs in this program are firm for the first two

years. Therefore, this agreement will not be implemented where it is likely that costs to Main Roads

associated with a project during this two year period will increase. It is therefore anticipated that the

policy will come into force during year three of its implementation i.e. 2001/2002. However, where

funding allocations permit, this agreement should be adopted for projects at the earliest opportunity,

during the first two years.

Similarly for National Highways, if funding negotiations have been completed with the Federal

Government, then limited scope exists for changing the proportion of project funding by the State.

Either party may elect, because of budgetary restraints or competing priorities, to carry a larger share

of the costs than set out in this policy or as previously agreed, in order to accelerate the completion

of works.
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Glossary of terms:

Terms have been defined below to add clarity to this document. In this regard they should be

considered to be local definitions only.

Auxiliary Lanes: overtaking lanes, climbing lanes, descending lanes, passing bays, turning lanes

(includes acceleration and deceleration lanes), runaway truck facilities.

Carriageway: the width of the road traffic lanes plus the width of the road shoulders.

Construction: in relation to road transport infrastructure, has the meaning given by s22 of the

Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 and includes - initial construction, improvement of the standard,

realignment and widening.

Environment: as defined in the Environmental Protection Act 1994 includes:

(a) ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities;

(b) all natural and physical resources;

(c) the quality and characteristics of locations, places and areas, however large or small, that

contribute to their biological diversity and integrity, intrinsic or attributed scientific value or

interest, amenity, harmony and sense of community;

(d) the social, economic, aesthetic and cultural conditions that affect, or are affected by, things

mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c).

Footpath: that section of the footway which is paved with a durable flat surface designed for the

passage of pedestrians or bicycles.

Footway: that part of a road set apart for the use of pedestrians and every footway, pavement, lane,

thoroughfare, or other part of a road habitually used by pedestrians and not by vehicles other than

bicycles where the use of bicycles is not excluded by any legislation and is not intended to exclude the

use of a footway for the purpose of crossing thereof at, or substantially at, right angles thereto by any

vehicle making entry to or exit from premises.

Local Government contribution: that component of the total cost of the project contributed by

Local Government under the cost-sharing arrangements. It is the apportioned cost to the Local

Government of the total cost of planning, design, construction and maintenance of the project and may

also include project administration costs.
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12

Glossary of terms

Local Government roads: has the meaning set out in section 497 of the Local Government Act 1993

which is that a Local Government has control of all roads in its area.

Main Roads contribution: that component of the total cost of the project contributed by Main

Roads under the cost-sharing arrangements. It is the apportioned cost to Main Roads of the total cost

of planning, design, construction and maintenance of the project and may also include project

administration costs.

Maintenance: the repair or reinstatement of road infrastructure and ancillary roadside elements

within the road infrastructure corridor, the need for which results from normal wear and tear, damage

from vandalism or vehicular impact, linemarking, mowing, litter collection, natural occurrences e.g. fire,

flooding, landslide, etc.

MUTCD: is an acronym for the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (Queensland).

RIP: is an acronym for the Roads Implementation Program, a document compiled by Main Roads. The

Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 requires that the RIP includes policies, financial provisions, performance

targets and a five-year program of projects for road transport infrastructure.

Road: is defined in the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 as:

(a.) an area of land dedicated to public use as a road; or

(b.) an area that is open to or used by the public and is developed for, or has as one of its main

uses, the driving or riding of motor vehicles; or

(c.) a bridge, culvert, ferry, ford, tunnel or viaduct; or

(d.) a pedestrian or bicycle path; or

(e.) a part of an area, bridge, culvert, ferry, ford, tunnel, viaduct or path mentioned in paragraphs

a. to d.

Road Infrastructure Corridor: is that area of land set aside for the purposes of building a ‘road’.

This corridor is commonly referred to as the road reserve. The corridor extends from property

boundary to property boundary.

RMPC: acronym for Road Maintenance Performance Contract. It is a contract which sets down the

required performance and intervention levels and exists between Main Roads and a maintenance

organisation performing work on behalf of Main Roads.
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Rural or non-urban areas: generally contain many of the following features:

localised street lighting at major intersections only;

sparse development adjacent to the road with buildings generally set a considerable distance

back from the road boundary;

land use generally associated with agriculture, forestry or passive recreational activities or

industries involving large scale operations;

intersections widely spaced (approximately 1 km minimum);

road traffic has little or infrequent interaction with adjacent development;

regulatory speeds generally 80 km/h or more.

Service roads: roads which run essentially parallel to the main through road and carry traffic which

predominately services the local area. A service road may be local road or a State-controlled road. It

may coexist within the same land reserve as a State-controlled road.

State-controlled roads: roads as defined under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994. Section 23(1)

of the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 provides the Minister may, by gazette notice, declare a road or

route, or part of a road or route, to be a State-controlled road. Clause 23(4)(c) of the Transport

Infrastructure Act 1994 allows the declaration of part of a road reserve as a State-controlled road.

TIDS: acronym for Transport Infrastructure Development Scheme.

TP: abbreviation for tangent point. This is the intersecting point where a straight section of road

meets the curved corner radius.

Traffic: includes the use by any person of any road or off-street regulated parking area, or the

presence therein or thereon of any person, vehicle, tram, train, animal, or other movable article or

thing whatsoever.

Urban areas: generally contain most of the following features:

street lighting;

extensive residential, commercial or industrial development or associated land uses abutting the road;
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Glossary of terms

significant interaction between adjacent development and passing traffic;

considerable pedestrian movements;

closely spaced intersections;

numerous public utility services will be present;

regulatory speed generally 70 km/h or less.

Vehicle: any articulated vehicle, barrow, cab, car, carriage, cart, dray, hand cart, lorry, motor vehicle,

multi-wheeled vehicle, omnibus, tractor or traction engine, trailer, trolley vehicle, truck, van, velocipede,

wagon, or other means of transport or conveyance whatsoever designed for movement upon wheels,

whether or not such vehicle is or is not for the time being capable of being operated or used in a

normal manner, but does not include a tram or a train.

Verge: that area of the road from the outer edge of the carriageway (or road shoulder) to the

bottom of the table drain. In rock cuttings with a kerb, the verge is from the front of the kerb to the

base of the cut.
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Cost-sharing Activities
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Activity 1

Activity 1  

Traffic Facilities

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of infrastructure

elements. Some examples of such elements are:

medians;

islands;

right, left and “U” turn storage lanes;

pedestrian refuges;

pedestrian crossings.

2 Construction

Where medians, islands, right and “U” turn storage bays, pedestrian refuges, pedestrian crossings

and subsoil drains and other traffic facilities form part of a Main Roads approved project, Main

Roads is responsible for the construction costs of these facilities where they are critical to the

effective operation of the traffic lanes.

Main Roads may accept responsibility for certain road traffic facilities on adjoining Local

Government roads where such facilities enhance the safety and efficiency of traffic exiting and

entering a State-controlled road. Main Roads may accept full responsibility for these facilities if

such facilities are critical to the operation of the State-controlled road and where Local

Government does not wish to participate in their construction.

As a general policy, works required by others which exceed Main Roads standards should be

funded by those parties desiring the additional features or standards.
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3 Construction Issues

For the design, construction, and maintenance of the above infrastructure it is appropriate that Main

Roads accepts responsibility for the realisation of Main Roads standards.

Medians are often integral components for the safe movement of vehicular traffic and pedestrians.

They may be paved, concreted (plain, exposed aggregate, coloured, stamped), grassed or landscaped.

The type of surface used is dictated by the design elements of the neighboring area as well as safety

and future maintenance requirements. For example, adoption of a full concrete median may be

dictated by various in-service factors such as pedestrian visibility requirements and reducing safety

risks to maintenance workers associated with maintaining median vegetation adjacent to through

traffic lanes.

Main Roads has various adopted standards which it uses in the design of roadworks. A

departmental standard is considered essential for all works so that a uniform road network image

is projected, together with the obvious cost advantages of standardisation. Work performed above

this standard may not be cost effective and not return the best value for the investment.

Local Government has an obligation to rate paying residents of the community to provide local

amenities, a clean, healthy sustainable environment to and assist businesses in their bid for

prosperity (attracting tourism and trade) in ensuring growth of the local community. Local

Government sometimes requires a higher standard of construction and maintenance for the above

reasons.

As the goals of both organisations may differ, the decision to assist with additional funding for

enhanced works lies with both parties. This proposition would also be applicable for any business

or developer who requests special enhanced roadworks to assist in the development of their

business. As it would be lengthy to address every possible permutation discretionary powers will

be vested in each Main Roads Region to obtain the best solution.

4 Maintenance 

Overall maintenance responsibility for these traffic facilities lies with Main Roads. The maintenance

standard for these facilities is set by Road Maintenance Performance Contracts (RMPC). In arriving

at the various intervention levels in the RMPC, Main Roads will take into account the need for a

higher standard in certain areas. However where Local Government requires a higher standard,

Local Government may fund the difference in levels.
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Subsoil drains provided by Main Roads as a normal design requirement for a State-controlled road

will be maintained by Main Roads unless agreed otherwise.

5 Maintenance Issues

Maintenance issues of significance to this activity mainly pertain to landscaping enhancements, and

litter and vegetation intervention levels. These issues are addressed under Activity 14 - Landscaping

and Litter/Vegetation Control.

5.1 Height of grass in medians and verge areas: the height of grass is maintained at a

level for visibility and safety, control weed growth and to provide for drought resistance

in rural areas.

5.2 Degree of landscaping: this is determined by designs based on a Main Roads Road

Landscape Manual. Enhanced gardens, art forms etc. are sometimes requested by Local

Government and as such would be funded by Local Government.

5.3 General factors: Factors applicable to urban and rural environments are visibility,

pedestrian safety, visual amenity, fire threat management and erosion control.

If Local Government desires a standard higher than the adopted departmental standard, then it is

not unreasonable for Local Government to fund all or part of the difference. Another option may

be to allocate RMPC level funding to allow Local Government to pool both Main Roads and Local

Government funds and allow the higher standards to be maintained. However the issue of

efficiency and competition must be considered. Special arrangements outside normal RMPC

arrangements may need to be adopted such as upper limit capping of the Main Roads funding

component.

6 References

Main Roads Engineering Note No. 80 - Pedestrian Refuges

Main Roads Road Maintenance Performance Contracts (RMPC)

Main Roads Road Landscape Manual
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Activity 2

Through Traffic And Auxiliary Lanes

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibility for the construction and maintenance of through traffic lanes

and auxiliary traffic lanes on State-controlled roads. The auxiliary lanes are those lanes which

augment through traffic lanes such as transit lanes and overtaking lanes.

2 Construction

The desirable number of through traffic and auxiliary traffic lanes to be provided is determined by

warrants which include the need to meet the design hourly volume demand. However, the

desirable number of lanes cannot always be provided due to funding constraints and availability of

road space. The responsibility for the provision of these lanes on State-controlled roads lies with

Main Roads.

Where Local Government desires additional through lanes, lane upgrades or auxiliary lanes to be

constructed and where these would not have occurred for some period, it may be jointly agreed to

bring forward the construction of these works. In these cases, the cost of constructing these

additional lanes will be shared by Main Roads and Local Government. The following factors should

be considered when determining the bring forward cost component:

availability of funding;

estimated time before the future design hourly volume dictates that an additional lane be

constructed and the effective utilisation of such a lane;

difference in the construction standard and costs required between the desired additional

lane and any existing lane or road shoulder;

benefits and impact on safety.

3 Construction Issues

Main Roads generally provides a road network after due consideration of cost advantages in

building sufficient future capacity into works. Advanced features are built into the road network if

whole-of-life considerations warrant the additional expenditure. Where the advantage is not

present, or if funds are not available, only the original scheme will proceed.
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In some cases for the enhanced scheme to proceed, Local Government contributions would be the

deciding factor. In these cases both parties would benefit.

4 Maintenance

Main Roads is responsible for the maintenance of through traffic and auxiliary lanes.

5 Maintenance Issues

The maintenance standards of the through traffic and auxiliary lanes are set by RMPC. Where

Local Government require standards to be higher than the RMPC, then Local Government should

fund the additional amount. RMPC standards set for through traffic and auxiliary lanes should

normally meet Local Government expectations.

6 References

Main Roads Road Maintenance Performance Contracts (RMPC)

Activity 3

Road Shoulders & Kerb and Channel

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for construction and maintenance of road shoulders, kerb

and channel works on State-controlled roads in rural and urban environments. Refer to Activity 5 -

Parking.

2 Construction

The general standard of construction for roadside longitudinal surface drainage is for kerb and

channel to be provided in urban areas and road shoulders with open channel table drains to be

provided in rural areas.

2.1 Rural Areas

Main Roads will be responsible for construction of road shoulders and roadside longitudinal

surface drainage in rural areas. Where it is cost effective to provide kerb and channel for

special design purposes, Main Roads will be responsible for construction. An example of this

is localised kerb and channel through road cuttings.
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2.2 Urban Areas

Urban roads are defined by neighboring land use. (see glossary of terms).

2.2.1 Main Roads is responsible for the construction of road shoulders. Where it is

required and cost effective to widen, strengthen or seal the shoulder, Main Roads

will be responsible for construction.

2.2.2 Where kerb and channel is provided on motorways or similar roads, Main Roads

will be responsible for construction.

2.2.3 The responsibility for provision of kerb and channel in urban environments shall be

shared between Main Roads and Local Government according to the following.

2.2.3.1 Where a sealed kerbside lane is required for exclusive parking purposes,

Local Government will be responsible for the construction of kerb and

channel except in select cases as identified in 2.2.3.4.

2.2.3.2 Where there is insufficient space for a kerbside parking lane Main Roads

will be responsible for the construction of kerb and channel and seal up to

the kerb and channel. This clause includes regulated dual use

parking/through traffic lanes.

2.2.3.3 Where adjacent land use development does not warrant kerb and channel,

Main Roads will be responsible for the cost of providing of road shoulders

with open channel table drains, unless a more efficient kerb and channel

cross section can be provided.

2.2.3.4 There are special cases where there is limited scope for alternate designs

for controlling road surface water runoff, e.g. in road cuttings or where land

acquisitions are reduced or avoided. In select cases the respective benefits

to both parties must be weighed and the contributions to kerb and channel

construction should be negotiated on a case by case basis.
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2.3 Summary of funding responsibility for construction of kerb and channel and road

shoulders:

2.3.2 Rural Environments 

Road shoulders and table drains 100% Main Roads

Special design kerb and channel 100% Main Roads

2.3.1 Urban Environments

Road shoulders and table drains 100% Main Roads

kerb and channel on motorways etc. 100% Main Roads

kerbing and channelling with parking lanes 100% Local

Government

kerbing and channelling without parking lanes 100% Main Roads

kerbing and channelling special cases variable % 

Main Roads/Local

Government

3 Construction Issues

3.1 Rural Areas

Main Roads provides for through carriageways which link centres of strategic importance.

The general rural road cross section caters for the provision of a road pavement, road

shoulder and table drain. Main Roads accepts responsibility for these features.

In select areas Main Roads provides kerb and channel for special design purposes.

3.2 Urban Areas

Local Government has a general responsibility to provide kerb and channel with due

consideration to the following - drainage of local properties, health and safety, visual amenity

and an obligation to local ratepayers. Additionally, the kerb helps to safely define the footway

structure.
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In urban environments Main Roads must provide some mechanism for supporting and

draining the through road pavement. Where kerbing and channelling is installed adjacent to

the pavement to directly perform this function Main Roads is responsible for construction.

While the cost sharing responsibilities have been defined, cases will invariably arise where the

upgrading of works on the road network are desired by either Main Roads or Local

Government. In some cases the benefits to be gained are unbalanced with the major benefits

going to one of the parties. It should be acknowledged that changes to the proportions

tabled above may occur.

4 Maintenance 

The general limits of maintenance responsibility are summarised on maintenance responsibility

plans in Appendix A.

4.1 Rural Areas

4.1.1 The maintenance of road shoulders, table drains and catch drains in rural areas is

the responsibility of Main Roads.

4.1.2 Main Roads is responsible for maintenance of kerbing and channelling that is

installed for special design purposes.

4.2 Urban Areas

4.2.1 The maintenance of road shoulders, table drains and catch drains in urban areas is

the responsibility of Main Roads.

4.2.2 Local Government is responsible for the maintenance of kerbing and channelling

except on motorways or similar roads.

5 Maintenance Issues

The provision of kerbing and channelling in the fully developed urban environment is a generally

accepted feature. After initial construction, the ongoing maintenance costs of kerbing and

channelling is low. As the length of State-controlled roads in urban environments is small compared

to the local road network, it is appropriate that Local Government fully accepts the maintenance

responsibility for operational simplicity.
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Activity 4

Acceleration and Deceleration Lanes

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for construction and maintenance of acceleration and

deceleration lanes on State-controlled roads including lanes associated with private roadside

facilities. The planning of acceleration and deceleration lanes is a Main Roads responsibility. The

cost sharing aspect associated with these lanes is one of the components of the planning phase.

2 Construction

Where traffic densities and road conditions meet the required parameters, acceleration and

deceleration lanes will generally be provided as follows:

2.1 For an existing intersection, Main Roads will contribute to the required works on the State-

controlled road and abutting local road where the traffic conditions on the State-controlled

road contributed to the required upgrade.

2.2 For an existing intersection, Local Government will contribute to the required works on the

local road and abutting State-controlled road where the traffic conditions on the local road

contributed to the required upgrade.

2.3 Where a new Local Government road intersects with an existing State-controlled road and

where acceleration and deceleration lanes and other infrastructure are required to be

installed on the State-controlled road for the efficient operation of the intersection, Local

Government is responsible for provision of the acceleration and deceleration lanes.

2.4 Where a new State-controlled road intersects with an existing Local Government road and

where acceleration and deceleration lanes are required to be installed on the Local

Government road, Main Roads is responsible for provision of the acceleration and

deceleration lanes.

2.5 Where the acceleration and deceleration lanes service new private and special developments

e.g.. caravan park, hotel, motel etc. the facility will be fully funded by the developer. The

funding requirements of the required acceleration and deceleration lanes will be a condition

under which access or the development is approved, unless other arrangements are

negotiated.
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3 Construction Issues

Main Roads is responsible for the safe movement of traffic onto, along, across and off the State

controlled road network. Merging traffic from roadside facilities clearly impinges on the safety of

the network.

Main Roads cannot be expected to fund the construction of acceleration and deceleration lanes for

each new roadside facility. The acceleration and deceleration lanes are provided for the benefit of

the developer and/or Local Government. The development does however create safety issues for

the through traffic. As Local Government is part of the approval process for the new development

under its town planning responsibilities, it should be cognisant of the traffic flow implications of that

development.

4 Maintenance

The maintenance of acceleration and deceleration lanes on State-controlled roads is the

responsibility of Main Roads unless other arrangements are negotiated. The maintenance of

acceleration and deceleration lanes on local roads is the responsibility of Local Government.

Where acceleration and deceleration lanes are associated with private developments, Main Roads

will be responsible for maintenance of the acceleration and deceleration lane in the primary speed

change area. This is usually that section of the lane essentially parallel to the main carriageway. The

maintenance responsibility of the remaining driveway or accesses lies with the private development.

Main Roads’ responsibility will not extend past the boundary of the road infrastructure corridor

(road reserve).

5 Maintenance Issues

The applicable principle is that Main Roads is responsible for the through and turning traffic. The

acceleration and deceleration lanes are a safety facility for turning traffic and as such Main Roads

accepts responsibility for their maintenance.

Once acceleration lanes and deceleration lanes are established on State-controlled roads, Main

Roads accepts responsibility for their maintenance. This responsibility extends only to the lanes

and does not include any driveways etc. These driveways are considered in the same context as

any other paved driveway provided by a private owner, and are consequently the responsibility of

the owner.

6 References

Main Roads Engineering Note No. 12 - Policy on Entry to Caravan Parks
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Activity 5

Parking 

1 Scope

The policy sets out the relationship and responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of

vehicle parking and associated road shoulders on State-controlled roads. The policy will apply to

kerbside parking lanes as well as centre parking.

2 Construction

Main Roads is responsible for provision of through traffic lane(s) and for the construction of road

shoulders to a suitable standard.

In order to provide adequate support for the pavement, prevent ingress of water and provide a safe

vehicle stopping point, a sealed road shoulder may be provided as part of the through traffic lane(s).

In heavily trafficked areas, the standard road shoulder on the kerb may be increased in width and

sealed for safety purposes or to reduce maintenance costs. Main Roads may permit Local

Government to use and manage these areas for local amenity parking.

The responsibility for the provision of parking lanes/sealed road shoulders on State-controlled

roads is set out within the following framework:

2.1 Main Roads provides sealed road shoulders on State-controlled roads to meet the safety and

design requirements of that road. Emergency stopping, vehicle breakdowns and maintenance

are some of the considerations taken into account when providing these facilities on through

carriageways on State-controlled roads.

2.2 As provision for parking on roads is generally a local amenity issue, Local Government is

responsible for the provision of safe parking for vehicles on local roads and State-controlled

roads within urban environments.

2.3 In highly trafficked urban environments, Main Roads may elect to provide a 3 metre wide

sealed road shoulder in agreed areas to allow for the safe stopping of the through traffic.

Where agreed, these enhanced width sealed road shoulders may be used as parking lanes by

Local Government. Main Roads’ responsibility in such cases would be limited to a maximum

width of 3 metres.
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2.4 In areas where Main Roads has provided enhanced width road shoulders, Local Government

is responsible for any additional width greater than three metres which is required for

kerbside parking or amenity and also the cost of kerb and channel. (Refer to Activity 3 -

Road Shoulders & Kerb and Channel).

2.5 Local Government is responsible for all other parking including median parking.

2.6 Joint agreement is required between Local Government and Main Roads on the location and

type of parking bays so the impact that parking bays have on the safety of the through traffic,

particularly in the vicinity of intersections, can be controlled.

2.7 Joint agreement between Local Government and Main Roads is required on the construction

standards of parking bays on State-controlled roads to ensure compatibility of pavement

construction.

2.8 In the special case of a through lane used for parking during off-peak hours, Main Roads

accepts responsibility for that lane as it is deemed that the lane is part of the main traveled

way of the road. Additionally the construction standards for the through lanes are often

higher than those of standard parking lanes.

2.9 The special features associated with vehicle parking such as linemarking, meters and signage

are the responsibility of Local Government. Main Roads is responsible for signage and

linemarking associated with parking restrictions on State-controlled roads which are required

for the safe and efficient operation of the road. The restrictions on parking in this case

would be determined by Main Roads.

2.10 Where Main Roads has provided facilities which encourages motorists to stop (e.g. scenic

lookouts, roadside amenities or other stopping places), Main Roads is responsible for the

parking at these facilities unless other agreements are in place.

3 Construction Issues

The majority of kerbside and median parking on roads is provided for convenience and safety of

local patronage.

The need for enhanced width road shoulders in highly trafficked urban areas is recognised as a

safety and maintenance issue. The distinction between responsibility for local amenity parking and

enhanced width road shoulders for safe movement of traffic is a subtle yet valid point. Main Roads

and Local Government may need to arrive at specific agreements in urban environments.
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Parking at facilities provided by Main Roads in rural environments is a Main Roads responsibility as

the purpose of these facilities may generally be linked to safety and fatigue management strategies.

4 Maintenance

Main Roads is responsible for the through traffic lanes, sealed and unsealed road shoulders and

other essential road infrastructure elements on State-controlled roads. It is also responsible for

parking facilities at roadside stopping places provided by Main Roads. The width of road shoulders

on State-controlled roads varies according to local conditions and road design parameters. Where

road shoulder width is the subject of negotiations, the standard width may be taken as one metre.

The responsibility for the maintenance of sealed parking lanes/road shoulders on State-controlled

roads is set out within the following framework:

4.1 In certain agreed highly trafficked urban areas Main Roads will maintain enhanced width

parking lanes/road shoulders up to a three metre width limit for safety and maintenance

reasons.

4.2 Local Government is responsible for all other parking areas outside of the road shoulder

width provided by Main Roads. Cost apportionment will be in proportion to the respective

areas.

4.3 Local Government is responsible for the maintenance of other kerbside parking, centre

parking and other sealed areas.

4.4 Main Roads is responsible for any linemarking and signage used in association with the

control of movement of the through traffic.

4.5 Local Government is responsible for maintenance of linemarking, signage, meterage and any

other features relating to regulated parking of vehicles.

5 Maintenance Issues

The provision and maintenance of an enhanced width sealed road shoulder in specific locations is

part of Main Roads’ responsibility for the safe movement of traffic onto, along, across and off the

State-controlled road network as per Principle 1.

For very wide sealed shoulders, which may include such features as angle kerbside parking bays, the

principal function of the road shoulder is to accommodate parking. The responsibility for

maintenance of any additional width beyond an agreed limit could reasonably be attributed to Local

Government.
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Activity 6

Bikeways

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of bikeways.

2 Construction

Local Government, Main Roads and Queensland Transport have individual responsibilities toward

the provision of facilities aimed at the safety of cyclists. This is addressed by the provision of a

system of bikeways (bike lanes) located on and off the road pavement on local roads and State-

controlled roads. On-road bikeways are located on the through carriageway while off-road

bikeways are defined in this activity as being located within the road reserve but at a discrete

distance, grade separated or physically separated from the through carriageway.

A number of ancillary facilities (e.g. showers and change rooms) can be associated with bikeways.

However, the cost sharing policy for bikeway facilities referred to in this document is limited to:

sealed road shoulders;

on-road shared vehicle parking/bike lanes;

bike lane linemarking and traffic control as per MUTCD;

off-road bikeways located within the road corridor; and

physical barriers between bikeways and the through carriageway.

Off-road bikeways may be dedicated to cyclists or shared with pedestrian traffic.

Where Main Roads is requested to contribute to a Local Government bikeway project, the bikeway

should form part of a bikeway network strategy. Main Roads should be given the opportunity of

participating in the planning process with Local Government as Main Roads works may impact on

the planned bikeway strategy and likewise the bikeway strategy may impact on Main Roads’ planning

requirements. The ability of Main Roads to provide a financial contribution to a Local Government

bikeway project is subject to similar funding restraints as other road construction or maintenance

projects.
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Main Roads contributes considerable funds statewide to Local Government projects and bikeway

projects outside the State-controlled road corridor under the TIDS (Transport Infrastructure

Development Scheme) program. These funds are contributed on a 50% cost subsidy basis. Where

a bikeway is part of an approved Local Government bikeway strategy and located within the State-

controlled road corridor, the bikeway may be included as part of the TIDS program. The TIDS

program would then become the basis for cost sharing.

As a general principle where major roadworks occur on State-controlled roads in urban

environments, Main Roads will endeavor to make allowances for cyclists, where possible, by

providing sealed and widened road shoulders.

In special cases where Main Roads decides that a bikeway has a number of advantages to the State-

controlled road network in that area, a bikeway may be constructed (either on or off- road

pavement) as a 100% cost to Main Roads. A special case would be bikeways located within

motorway corridors.

Where a bikeway requires transition works to ensure a suitable connection to an existing bikeway

network, or must cross a road, the cost of performing such works should be considered as part of

the bikeway scheme under construction, with the same cost sharing arrangements being applied.

The construction standard for all bikeways should comply with the Austroads Guide to Traffic

Engineering Practice - Part 14 Bikeways.

3 Construction Issues

Local Government’s and Main Roads’ equal contribution to bikeway networks is an extension of the

present funding rationale used to fund bikeway projects on Local Government roads under TIDS.

Both Local Government and Main Roads have a responsibility to ensure that the integration of

cyclists and motor vehicles is performed in a safe, economical and efficient manner.

Main Roads is responsible for allowance of a footway as part of the original road construction

(refer to Activity 7 - Footways and Footpaths). This footway is provided for use by pedestrians and

cyclists (if not subject to local law).

However, where a number of specific environmental conditions are present and it would be of

benefit to the State-controlled road network in that area, Main Roads may accept full responsibility

for bikeway construction. e.g. bikeways on motorways.
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4 Maintenance

The responsibility for maintenance of bikeways is as follows unless alternate agreements have been

made.

Where construction of a bikeway is under TIDS, or other funding, the maintenance responsibility is

as follows:

on Local Government roads 100% Local Government

off-road State controlled roads 100% Local Government

on-road State controlled roads 100% Main Roads

Where Main Roads funded the construction of bikeways to suit special environmental

requirements, the maintenance responsibility is as follows:

off-road State controlled roads** 100% Main Roads

** may be subject to negotiation

on-road State controlled roads 100% Main Roads

The responsibility of legal liability for personal injury or loss (cyclist or pedestrian) lies with the

party that is responsible for maintenance. This maintenance responsibility would include the

removal of any obstacles, overhanging branches of trees and shrubs which may present a potential

safety hazard to pedestrians or cyclists.

Local Government and Main Roads Districts should jointly identify these boundaries of

responsibility and record the agreements made. It is the responsibility of the nominated party to

therefore accept liability and make necessary provisions for public liability claims for bikeways (and

footpaths) and to indemnify the other party from such claims. The policy position is that the party

responsible for funding the maintenance of these facilities is legally responsible for the safety of

pedestrians and cyclists using those facilities.

The recording of liability responsibility is essential as legal liability cannot be delegated by this

general policy. In the absence of such an agreement, legal liability could lie with the “manager” of

the land containing the facility. To circumvent legal argument, arrangements should be recorded and

where appropriate, insurance policies put in place.
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5 Maintenance Issues

Generally the maintenance responsibility for bikeways in the off-road case is a Local Government

responsibility, as the bikeway may be considered to be part of the local amenity infrastructure

because its function does not alter at the boundaries of the State-controlled road. The bikeway

may be considered as sharing the ‘road’ space similar to other Local Government infrastructure e.g.

service roads, water supply and sewerage networks etc.

The maintenance by Main Roads of special off-road bikeways is an exception to the general case.

An example of such special bikeways is where an off-road bikeway is constructed on a gazetted

motorway or road of similar status to a motorway. This variation of responsibility for off-road

bikeways should be addressed on a case by case basis.

Main Roads accepts the maintenance responsibility for on-road bikeways on State-controlled roads

as it would not be practical to separate out this small component from the general maintenance

activities of the through lanes.

6 References

Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice - Part 14 Bikeways.

MUTCD - Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

Activity 7

Footways and Footpaths

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of footways and

footpaths. It also addresses the issue of legal liability for footways and footpaths.

2 Preamble

Roads are vested in the State and are generally the responsibility of Local Government and Main

Roads to manage. The transport infrastructure corridor (road reserve) is set aside for the use of

motor vehicles, other vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians stock and as a repository for vegetation and

native habitat. The paved carriageway or travelled way is set aside for use by vehicles including

bicycles. In urban environments, the footway is set aside for use by pedestrians and cyclists. (Some
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council local laws ban the riding of bicycles and toy vehicles on footways in prescribed areas such

as malls.)

Footways also cater for services such as electricity, gas, water, sewerage, telephone and other

communications. Where the footway is unformed, it is referred to as a verge. In some cases, such

as cuts and steep fills, there is negligible verge or footway in existence.

The footpath is a strip of paved, specially treated or enhanced surface (e.g. concrete, paved, tiled,

asphalt) situated on the footway and acts as a durable concourse for the passage of pedestrians and

cyclists.

3 Construction

Where roads are constructed in an urban environment, and there is a demonstrated need for a

footway, a lateral clearance for a footway along one or both sides of the road carriageway, to cater

for pedestrian traffic, will be provided. Main Roads will generally bear the cost of this activity

including the cost of any necessary land acquisitions, retaining walls, access and property

adjustments associated with such lateral provision on one or both sides of the road carriageway as

reasonably necessary and appropriate. However, where these associated works have been or

become necessary due to enhancement works requested by Local Government, Local Government

will bear the proportional additional cost as a result of the enhancement works.

Local Government will be responsible for the filling, grading and finishing of the footway to the

height and grade it wishes. This is to fulfill its planning and drainage requirements. Local

Government and Main Roads should agree whether these works are part of the job construction

with cost sharing being applied, or whether it is suitable for the works to be funded and performed

as a separate project by Local Government.

In rural areas, there is generally no requirement for footways since pedestrian traffic is minimal.

Road shoulders and verge widths are generally sufficient to cater for the small amount of

pedestrian traffic.

Local Government is responsible for the further enhancement of footways by the construction of

paved footpaths.

4 Construction Issues

Principle 2 states that pedestrians and vehicular traffic are to be safely separated. In this context,

Main Roads manages the movement of pedestrians by providing footways in urban environments in

lieu of road verges found in rural areas.
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High volumes of pedestrian traffic dictates that a paved footpath is required otherwise footways

may be damaged and become unsafe. This is a matter for Local Government to determine. As the

pedestrian traffic is generated locally, it would follow that Local Government should be responsible

for the enhancement of footways and paving of footpaths as for any other Local Government

controlled road. The footway is integral with Local Government planning requirements since it

impacts on land fill heights, kerb and channel, property drainage, crossings, private driveways, flora,

visual amenity, litter, local amenity features and issues.

5 Maintenance

Local Government will be responsible for the maintenance of the footway and footpath. This

maintenance responsibility would include the removal of any obstacles, overhanging branches of

trees and shrubs which may present a potential safety hazard to pedestrians or cyclists.

As Local Government is responsible for the condition of footway and footpath, it should make

provision for public liability indemnification for pedestrians and other users. Local Government and

Main Roads Districts should jointly identify these boundaries of responsibility and record the

agreements made. It is the responsibility of the nominated party to therefore accept liability and

make necessary provisions for possible public liability claims for footpaths and footways (and

bikeways) and to indemnify the other party from such claims. The policy position is that the party

responsible for funding the maintenance of these facilities is legally responsible for the safety of

pedestrians and cyclists using those facilities.

Recording liability responsibility is essential as legal liability cannot be delegated by this general

policy. In the absence of such an agreement, legal liability could lie with the “manager” of the land

containing the facility. To circumvent legal argument, arrangements should be recorded and where

appropriate, insurance policies put in place.

6 Maintenance Issues

The footpath and footway cater for the local amenity and as such, footway maintenance should be a

Local Government responsibility. In most cases property owners maintain footways adjacent to

their properties with very little involvement from Local Government.

As Local Government is responsible for the decision on footpath locations, standard and

construction, it would follow that maintenance of the footpath is also a Local Government

responsibility. For simplicity and uniformity, it is appropriate for a single agency to maintain the

‘footway area’ and not both agencies.
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Activity 8

Stormwater Drainage

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of stormwater

drainage systems. The urban and rural situations will be dealt with separately.

2 Urban Construction

2.1 Preamble – Integrated Planning Act

The Integrated Planning Act 1997 has changed the processes for managing the impacts of

development. These changes impact on the business practices of both Local Government and

Main Roads. A brief overview of how the Integrated Planning Act 1997 interacts with

stormwater drainage is described below.

Development may occur remote from a State-controlled road or adjacent to or contiguous

to a State-controlled road. A development must not adversely affect a State-controlled road.

Where development is proposed for land which is contiguous to a State-controlled road,

Local Government must, in line with Integrated Planning Act 1997 requirements, refer

development applications to Main Roads which has the responsibility of a referral agency.

Main Roads may impose conditions on the development to minimise cost impacts, to

maintain the safety and efficiency of State-controlled roads or have the development

otherwise address its impacts on the State-controlled road network.

Local Government may apply Infrastructure Charging Plans (ICPs) to stormwater

management. Local Government is presently restricted in applying funds collected from ICPs

to a Main Roads drainage scheme but may apply them to Local Government owned

infrastructure.

In an urban environment, water is collected and forced to follow specific paths to cater for

local amenity, environmental needs and development. Stormwater management is

predominantly a Local Government responsibility and it has jurisdiction for this purpose.

Where Main Roads drainage elements (e.g. a cross drainage culvert) is deemed to be fully

integrated with the local stormwater network (e.g. fully enclosed or otherwise), it may be

desirable, after consultation, to transfer the asset from Main Roads to Local Government and
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include it as an asset on the Local Government asset register. This hand over process would

require formal documentation.

Where a Local Government stormwater network passes through a State-controlled road, the

network is considered a public utility and as such ICPs would apply. This is particularly

appropriate where the system does not cater for drainage from a State-controlled road.

Where the drainage networks are not fully integrated (i.e. where there has been

discontinuous ownership for various reasons), the ICPs may not currently be applied to Main

Roads drainage elements within the boundaries of a State-controlled road as per the

Integrated Planning Act. Where it can be shown that a development may impact on the

operation of such a system the development application should be referred to Main Roads by

Local Government so that reasonable and relevant conditions may be applied to mitigate this

impact.

2.2 Cost Sharing Responsibilities for Urban Construction

The urban environment is the prime area where shared responsibility occurs and close co-

operation is therefore required.

A fundamental proposition which may allow a better understanding of the cost sharing issues

is that in developed areas the management of the stormwater network is a Local

Government responsibility. Private developers and landowners are responsible for the

individual draining of their land. Additionally, they are responsible for accepting water flow

and discharging it in a similar manner as existed prior to development or in a manner

acceptable to the downstream owner. Likewise, Main Roads is responsible for drainage of

water from and across State-controlled roads.

In many cases, urban environments have evolved from old rural environments. Developments

influence the surface runoff coefficients and may consequently cause increased general flows,

localised concentrations and diversion of flows. Unless the network is enhanced to cater for

these changes the result may be areas of localised flooding as well as a generally under

capacity network. For future urban developments, Local Government will be required to

develop Benchmark Development Schemes for development and ICPs for stormwater

management.

When formulating planning schemes, Local Government should consult with Main Roads on

the impacts that the plans may have on the State-controlled road network. As part of the

input, Main Roads may set or influence the Desired Environmental Objectives (DEO). The
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DEO should address the:

capacity and level of performance of all elements of the stormwater system.

level of development that the system can safely accommodate without expensive

remedial action;

point of legal discharge and the safe additional flow that the point may accept;

desired level of flood immunity (e.g. Q50), structural integrity and environmental

performance of the road; and

Local Government stormwater drainage networks located within State-controlled

road corridor.

Prior to Main Roads proceeding with detailed designs or upgrades of urban road projects and

before public consultation discussions on proposed schemes, Local Government should be

consulted on the following matters:

agreed design rainfall recurrence intervals and rainfall intensities;

degree of immunity from overtopping of the road;

standard of construction and other works;

basis of cost sharing for drainage and other works; and

the run-off coefficients to be used for the designed rainfall intensities.

Due to the uncertain nature of some hydraulic assessments, Main Roads and Local

Government may not be able to accurately determine the full impact of proposed Main

Roads works. In these cases, the upper and lower range of impacts should be agreed on to

facilitate an acceptable solution.

On projects with significant drainage consequences or cost, it may be desirable to review the

total catchment management strategy to assess whether facilities such as dams, levees,

diversion structures or detention basins should be constructed or upgraded to offset the
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cost of downstream drainage works. The cost of constructing such alternative facilities

should be considered on an individual basis. Such special systems should be protected legally

by having agreements in place.

In urban environments, two broad cases will be examined: existing State-controlled roads

which are being upgraded and future State-controlled roads which are planned and will be

established at some time in the future.

2.2.1 Case 1 - upgrading of existing State-controlled roads 

2.2.1.1 Where existing Local Government stormwater infrastructure is required

to be relocated or increased in capacity as a direct result of upgrading

road infrastructure works, Main Roads will be responsible for such

changes in accordance with Principle 5. i.e. maintain the status quo.

2.2.1.2 Where Local Government undertakes to increase stormwater network

capacity in conjunction with road works, Local Government will fund the

required works. Where there is an increase in flow, or where stormwater

flows from within the State-controlled road are diverted by Main Roads

to the extent that the changes contributed to the need for increased

capacity of the stormwater network, Main Roads will contribute to these

works.

Where increased flows require upgrading to occur, the extent of

contribution by Local Government and Main Roads will be in proportion

to the increase in flow into the affected network from the adjoining area

and from the State-controlled road. {Example: Local Government

catchment development or flow diversion yielded an increase of 3 m3⁄s

and changes by Main Roads to the outfall point increased the flow by 0.5

m3⁄s. The respective contributions would be 6⁄7 Local Government and 
1⁄7 Main Roads}

2.2.2 Case 2 - future State-controlled roads 

2.2.2.1 Both Main Roads and Local Government will contribute to longitudinal

drainage costs in proportion to their respective flows. Main Roads is

responsible for flows from State-controlled roads and Local Government

is responsible for flows from developed areas or partially developed areas

outside the State-controlled road reserve.
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2.2.2.2 Main Roads will be responsible for cross drainage structures across the

width of the road carriageway and batters (where they exist).

2.2.2.3 Where a State-controlled road causes unavoidable concentrations in flow,

Main Roads will contribute to reduce the impact on Local Government

infrastructure.

2.2.2.4 Main Roads is responsible for the provision of drainage works for the

road infrastructure corridor to enable satisfactory discharge into Local

Government’s stormwater network or outfall point. Where these

drainage works are to form part of the Local Government stormwater

drainage network immediately or in the future, a contribution toward

these works is required from Local Government.

3 Urban Construction Issues  

The owner/manager of the urban stormwater drainage network is Local Government. For

simplicity, Main Roads could be thought of as a landowner wishing to discharge water into the Local

Government stormwater network. Main Roads’ contribution to cost of provision of the required

drainage capacity is in proportion to the respective flows.

Local Government should assist Main Roads in lessening the impact of changes to stormwater

drainage as per Principle 5 - i.e. maintain the status quo.

4 Urban Maintenance 

4.1 Main Roads will be responsible for all pits, pipes, grates and ancillary works in medians that

are required to drain water solely from within and from the Main Roads road infrastructure

corridor up to its connection into the Local Government network or out fall point.

4.2 Main Roads will be responsible for the maintenance of independent cross drainage structures

where those structures have not been integrated into the Local Government stormwater

network. e.g. culvert with open drainage at both ends.

4.3 Local Government will be responsible for the maintenance of kerbing and channelling, pipes,

drains, grates and those elements that combine to make up the local stormwater drainage

network. Damage to stormwater (and sewerage) manhole covers and supporting structures

as a result of vehicular traffic is a Local Government responsibility.
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4.4 As urban areas develop, Local Government will progressively accept maintenance

responsibility for those drainage infrastructure elements initially provided by Main Roads as

those elements become integrated into the Local Government stormwater network.

5 Urban Maintenance Issues

In urban areas, Main Roads may be considered a user of the Local Government stormwater

network. A Local Government drainage scheme would have existed without the presence of a

State-controlled road. The basis of contribution is for Main Roads to pay for things had no urban

development existed and to contribute to works where flows from State-controlled road impact

on Local Government stormwater networks.

6 Rural Construction

The rural template of a typical Main Roads carriageway caters for longitudinal drainage by the

provision of a table drain, other catchment drains as well as limited kerb and channel in select

areas. Water collected is transferred to a natural watercourse or to a point where transverse

drainage occurs. Collected stormwater may run overland to a natural watercourse.

Major transverse drainage occurs at natural water courses. The drainage structures take the form

of bridges, culverts, pipes, drains, floodways, headwalls, special treatment batters and scour

protection. Other miscellaneous drains occur to prevent ponding and to allow drainage of

underground water.

Bridge and road design height and flood immunity is generally the responsibility of Main Roads.

While Local Government and other parties give input to these matters, the ultimate responsibility

for the flood immunity on State-controlled roads lies with Main Roads.

In rural environments, there is limited shared responsibilities. However the distinction between

urban and rural is sometimes not clear. Situations arise where urban patches appear in what would

be generally defined as a rural environment.

Main Roads’ main interaction in rural environments is with local land owners and Department of

Primary Industries. A landowner is responsible for accepting water flow and discharging it in a

similar manner as existed prior to development/enhancement/leveling or in a manner acceptable to

the downstream owner. Likewise, Main Roads is responsible for drainage of water from and across

State-controlled roads. Where one party’s actions causes adverse impacts onto the other, common

law rights must be preserved.
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6.1 Cost Sharing Responsibilities for Rural Construction

6.1.1 Where the drainage associated with a development application adversely impacts on

the safety or efficiency of a State-controlled road Local Government shall refer the

application to Main Roads in line with Integrated Planning Act 1997 requirements, so

that conditions may be applied.

6.1.2 Where Local Government is the ‘landowner’, Local Government will consult with

Main Roads about the impact on State-controlled roads. Cost sharing would need

to be negotiated on a case by case basis.

7 Rural Construction Issues

Local Governments are recognised as the authority responsible for provision of drainage in each

Local Government area. In rural areas there is minimal interplay between the State-controlled road

network and Local Government responsibility for providing drainage for development works.

Where Local Government’s future planning would indicate that enhancements should be made to a

Main Roads road or road project to cater for future development, it would be reasonable to expect

that Local Government would assist in maintaining the safety and efficiency of the State-controlled

road as per Principle 5 - maintain the status quo.

8 Rural Maintenance

8.1 Main Roads is responsible for the maintenance of bridges, culverts, waterways, pipes,

headwalls and other structures associated with the longitudinal and cross drainage on State-

controlled roads.

8.2 Where enhanced stormwater systems are installed to suit Local Government’s future

planned development, Main Roads will be responsible for maintenance of the system except

for the maintenance of any inactive stormwater components installed for future use;

8.3 As rural areas develop, Local Government will progressively accept maintenance

responsibility for those drainage infrastructure elements initially provided by Main Roads as

those elements become integrated into the Local Government stormwater network. In

consultation, Local Government and Main Roads will establish those elements of the

stormwater network that may be transferred to the Local Government asset register.
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9 Rural maintenance Issues

Generally there is little scope for cost sharing of maintenance in rural environments. Cost sharing

progressively applies as rural environments develop into urban, light industrial areas etc.

10 References

Main Roads Engineering Note No. 37 - Policy on Departmental Contribution to Cost of Road

Drainage Excluding Freeways.

Integrated Planning Act 1997

Activity 9

Utility Services

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction, maintenance and relocation of Local

Government utility services. Utility services are usually defined as water supply, oil and gas,

electricity, stormwater, sewerage, telephone and other communications or facilities. This policy

deals with those services controlled by Local Government only. Local Government underground

services are usually limited to water supply, stormwater and sewerage.

2 Construction

The responsibility for the construction of utility services lies with the service provider.

When services are installed within the road infrastructure corridor they require departmental

approval. This is required to ensure that known future works do not conflict with placement of

services wherever possible. The location of services shall be accurately depicted on as-constructed

drawings by the service provider.

When Local Government place services in known areas of future development contrary to Main

Roads advice, Local Government will accept responsibility for all future relocation works.

For jointly funded Local Government/Main Roads road schemes, the relocation of services will be

considered a component part of that scheme. No variation to the scheme apportionment will

apply if Local Government is the controlling Authority of the utility service affected.

Where the utility service has a discrete definable life span and that service is to be replaced by a

new service as a result of construction works, Local Government may contribute to the cost of the

replacement service to compensate for the component of life already expended by the old service.
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Where the specification of a service is to increase at the same time as relocation works, Local

Government is to fund the difference in cost between the new upgraded service and the equivalent

replacement service e.g. increase in pipe diameter, specification or special works. Where special

works are upgraded to cater for installation of services, (e.g. design of reinforcement and anchor

points for pipelines on bridges, special pavement treatments, installation, job delays etc.) the

additional costs of such works will be funded by Local Government.

3 Construction Issues

Main Roads is responsible for the construction and maintenance of the through carriageway on

State-controlled roads. Funding allocations for the provision of, or maintenance of utility services is

not the responsibility of Main Roads unless Main Roads works require alterations to services as

stated in Principle 5. Although the road infrastructure corridor has often been used for the

convenient routing of utility services, this practice has adversely affected the operations of Main

Roads. Where appropriate, services should be located in alternate locations.

4 Maintenance

The maintenance of utility services is the responsibility of Local Government and subject to Main

Roads conditions such as: what, when, how long, traffic control, open trench or boring and

reinstatement standards. Maintenance will include approved standards and all incidental costs such

a traffic control, advertising etc.

As a general principal, Main Roads accepts no responsibility for damages to services where those

services are not located at the location nominated by Local Government and/or have not been

installed at the Main Roads approved location. However, Main Roads accepts responsibility for the

accuracy of installation of services where those services were installed by Main Roads on behalf of

Local Government. Main Roads accepts responsibility for damages where Main Roads works cause

damage to Local Government services and where the damages sustained can be solely attributed to

negligence by Main Roads.

5 Maintenance Issues

Main Roads has little input into the maintenance of utility services except where damage is

accidentally caused to known services by Main Roads during roadworks.

6 References

Main Roads Policy on Utility Services
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Activity 10

Service Roads

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of  service roads

located within the same road corridor as State-controlled roads.

2 Preamble

Whilst the ownership of roads is vested in the Crown, the management, control and regulation of

most roads is vested in the relevant Local Government in terms of the Local Government Act1993.

However, if a road is declared under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994, its management and

control is vested in the Main Roads. When Main Roads declares a road to be a State-controlled

road, its location may be identified by specifying:

the starting and ending points of the road;

the alignment of the road; and

the width of the road by reference to the constructed centre line of the road pavement or

surface.

Main Roads may thus declare a State-controlled road of specified width and/or alignment inside a

road reserve. Within the road reserve, two road types may coexist - State-controlled roads and

local roads. This preposition has led to the occurrence of ‘service roads’.

When declaring a through road as a State-controlled road, which is in the same road corridor as a

service road, the declaration should clearly define the boundary between such roads. It is also the

practice to declare essential strategic structures associated with the State-controlled road. These

may include exit ramps, on ramps, bridge and bridge approaches and other grade separated

structures.

3 Construction

The responsibility for the construction of a service road is dependent on the traffic conditions at

the time of construction and anticipated future demands. In some cases, the term ‘service road’
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may be inappropriate, as the road may be a Local Government ancillary carriageway running parallel

to a State-controlled road sharing the same road corridor.

3.1 Upgrading

Where Main Roads requires an existing road network to be upgraded for its own purposes, Main

Roads is responsible for the construction/alteration of the required infrastructure and ensuring the

level of amenity is reinstated to a similar level as existed prior to commencement of works. The

construction of a separate service road or ancillary carriageway may be required to maintain the

previous level of service especially where limited access provisions apply.

3.2 Declaration

Where a service road links significant areas and carries a predominant share of through traffic

within a corridor, and/or a significant volume of intermediate traffic, Main Roads will consider

declaring that road a State-controlled road or contributing to construction costs. Each case should

be judged solely on its individual merits.

3.3 Management

3.3.1 Where a service road is declared a State-controlled road, Main Roads is responsible

for the management of the road as is the case for other State-controlled roads. This

management role would include access approvals.

3.3.2 Where the service road is a Local Government road, i.e. not a State-controlled

road, Local Government will be responsible for administration of that road including

access approvals, road naming, maintenance etc. However, where Local Government

roadworks, approvals for access or subdivision, rezoning or development of land

along a service road may impact onto a State-controlled road, Local Government

will consult with Main Roads.

4 Construction Issues

Main Roads endeavors not to disadvantage either Local Government or property owners as a

result of enhancements made to the State-controlled road network. Where upgrading of the State-

controlled network forces the construction of service roads, Main Roads is responsible for

contributing to works to ensure a similar standard of amenity is maintained.

The declaration of a service road as a State-controlled road involves consultation with Local

Government as part of the declaration process. The construction of a service road by Main Roads
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to maintain the previous level of amenity is not to be interpreted to mean that the service road is a

State-controlled road.

Main Roads has constructed a number of service roads to maintain the status quo, however, only a

small number of such roads have been declared State-controlled roads.

5 Maintenance

Although service roads and other ancillary roads may be located within the same road corridor,

they are not automatically deemed to be State-controlled roads. Where these roads are not

specifically declared as State-controlled roads, they remain Local Government roads. The

responsibility for the maintenance of these roads lies with Local Government.

Where a service road or an ancillary carriageway has been constructed by Main Roads, and that

road is not intended to be a State-controlled road, it will be officially handed over to Local

Government after the expiry of any contract maintenance period. A joint inspection of the

roadworks should be performed prior to handover. If, as a result of such inspection, both parties

agree that further work is required, Main Roads will perform such work prior to handover or at an

agreed later time. The joint inspection should delineate the boundaries of maintenance

responsibilities. Standard maintenance responsibility plans have been prepared and may be found

Appendix A to these activities. These plans may be of assistance when negotiating maintenance

boundaries. Where there are special issues, such as stormwater drainage affecting both roads

individual, agreements may be required.

A letter formally documenting the handover should be sent by Main Roads to the respective Local

Government for record purposes. This letter should note the legal liability responsibilities, any

agreed maintenance and public liability responsibilities, maintenance boundaries and any other

identified issues.

Maintenance responsibility plans, which show the boundaries of responsibilities for various

scenarios, are listed in Appendix A. While these plans may be used as a reference, particular plans

of the road network may need to be established for shared areas where confusion may exist.

6 Maintenance Issues

Main Roads is responsible for the safe movement of traffic on the State-controlled road network as

stated in Principle 1 and as such has no direct liability for traffic using Local Government service

roads unless declared as a State-controlled road.
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A problem may arise where the declaration process may not have clearly defined the areas of

responsibility where service roads and State-controlled roads share a common road reserve. A

solution to this is to accept the generic type maintenance responsibility plans in Appendix A and/or

individually define the boundaries for each service road.

Some confusion exists as to the ownership of a number of existing service roads due to the

declaration process. These particular service roads may need to be addressed again by a more

definitive declaration process. This process would require close cooperation between Local

Government and Main Roads to ascertain any special boundary conditions.

7 References

Transport Infrastructure Act 1994

Lands Act 1994

Local Government Act 1993

Main Roads Circular Letter No. 3174

Main Roads Engineering Note No. 44 - Policy on Service Roads

Activity 11 

Intersections

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance for intersections of

State-controlled roads with Local Government controlled roads.

2 Construction

State-controlled roads generally form the upper echelon of the road hierarchy. The Local

Government network is a vital part of the whole road network, hierarchy and supports State-

controlled roads. Local Government roads may have a significant impact on State-controlled roads

especially at intersections. Coordination of infrastructure provision is important to reduce the

impact of uncoordinated activities. Main Roads and Local Government should discuss each

organisation’s future requirements so that they may be incorporated into short and long term
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intersection planning schemes. The general principles for construction or upgrading of intersections

will be determined as follows:

2.1 Where the safety or efficiency of movement of traffic on a State-controlled road is affected

by the intersection design, Main Roads will be responsible for the required upgrading to meet

the through traffic requirements.

2.2 Where upgrading of local road approaches to an intersection arises because of traffic

requirements on those approaches, then the upgrading is the responsibility of Local

Government.

2.3 Where new and existing roads intersect, the responsibility for intersection construction lies

with the provider of the new road as per Principle 5.

2.4 Main Roads is responsible for reinstating all Local Government controlled roads to a similar

level of service as existed prior to construction or upgrading of a State-controlled road as

per Principle 5.

2.5 Where grade differences occur as a result of intersection upgrades, Main Roads will be

responsible from ensuring there is an acceptable transition to the existing sideroad.

2.6 Subject to warrants, Main Roads has a responsibility for the installation and operation of

traffic signals and associated infrastructure at intersections on State-controlled roads. The

interaction between State-controlled and local roads and the impact they have upon each

other needs to be carefully planned by both parties.

2.7 Where an unsurfaced Local Government controlled side road intersects with a State-

controlled road, a short length of sealed pavement may be provided along the direction of

the unsealed road from the sealed pavement edge. Some form of edge treatment may also

be applied e.g. localised kerbing. These works are to allow for the safe acceleration and

deceleration of traffic, prevent grit/gravel from being carried onto the main through

carriageway and to clearly define the road geometry. Main Roads may accept responsibility

for this work if not otherwise performed by Local Government. The limits of responsibility

for sealing of an unsealed side road may extend to the tangent point or other distance as

assessed on a case by case basis.

2.8 For a sealed side road, the limits of responsibility for maintenance may extend to the tangent

point or road boundary (whichever is the greater).
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2.8 Where traffic conditions exceed normal at-grade design standards, a grade separated

interchange may be required. Refer to Activity 18 - Grade Separated Carriageways.

3 Construction Issues

The sharing of responsibilities based on traffic needs would appear to be a simple yet equitable

method of sharing responsibility.

In Principle 1 Main Roads provides for through traffic and the safety of traffic that enters and leaves

an intersection. Local Government has a similar responsibility for the safe movement of traffic on

Local Government controlled roads. Principle 4 allows Main Roads to contribute to the safety of

the unsealed side road intersection.

4 Maintenance

Main Roads accepts responsibility for the maintenance of the intersections of State-controlled

roads with Local Government roads. Traffic signals installed by Main Roads or traffic signals

installed by Local Government, which are Main Roads approved, will be maintained by Main Roads.

The limits of responsibility for maintenance by Main Roads are:

Bitumen side road - up to the tangent point (TP) or road boundary whichever is the greater.

Unsealed side road - up to the TP or a distance of 10 metres from the through carriageway

edge line or equivalent point. This distance may vary at the discretion of Main Roads.

Local Government is responsible for the maintenance of the Local Government controlled road,

medians and any other defined features beyond the agreed maintenance responsibility boundary.

For the maintenance of road signs associated with intersections refer to Activity 17 - Signs and

Road Markings.

The maintenance responsibility plans in Appendix A help to define limits of responsibility for

maintenance activities only.

5 Maintenance Issues

Main Roads accepts responsibility for the maintenance of intersections as State-controlled roads

generally cater for higher traffic flows and are of higher strategic importance than the intersecting

Local Government controlled road. This simplifies the maintenance activities considerably for both
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parties. The alternative to this is to define individual responsibilities for each intersection

Statewide. Obviously, this alternative would not lead to simplification.

Some definable point is required for the practical application of maintenance. The points suggested

such as the tangent point, a 10 metre offset and the road infrastructure corridor boundary are

offered as they are easily recognisable and definable points. It is recognised that individual

agreements must be made to clearly delineate some areas of responsibility for irregularly shaped

intersections and in some service road situations.

Activity 12

Bridges

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of road bridges on

State-controlled roads but excludes pedestrian footways and footbridges. The construction of

pedestrian footways on bridges and footbridges is treated separately under in ‘Activity 13 -

Pedestrian Footways on Bridges and Pedestrian Footbridges’.

2 Construction

Where bridges on State-controlled roads are provided as a result of Main Roads’ network planning

proposals and approved schemes, Main Roads will be responsible for the construction.

Where Main Roads deems that a grade separated Local Government overpass is essential for the

efficient operation of the State-controlled road network, Main Roads will be generally responsible

for the construction of the bridge and associated approaches back to an agreed point along the

Local Government controlled road.

Local Government (including other service providers) must seek approval from Main Roads prior

to performing any work on a Main Roads bridge. Likewise, Main Roads must seek approval from

Local Government prior to performing work on a Local Government bridge. This includes any

modifications, additions or works to piers, abutments, batter protection, guard railing, barriers,

expansion joints, lighting or sign columns etc. Additionally, where provision must be made for

services in bridge structures, a contribution from the service provider is required to cater for

design, construction and any ancillary costs.
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3 Construction Issues

The provision of road bridges on State-controlled roads will generally be the responsibility of Main

Roads. Where Local Government requests enhanced features to be incorporated into a scheme,

Main Roads may request Local Government to contribute to that scheme. For example, these

enhanced features may include the design and installation of sockets or pedestals to support Local

Government services such as water or sewerage mains.

4 Maintenance

While Main Roads, Local Government or others may fund the construction of a bridge or

contribute funds to alterations, the ownership and future maintenance responsibility is governed by

who is deemed to be the asset manager. Under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994, a bridge is a

road and therefore is required to be declared a State-controlled road if Main Roads wishes to

retain the management responsibility for that asset.

For bridges which have been declared State-controlled roads, Main Roads has the responsibility for

the management of these assets. This includes such things as abutments, piles, headstocks, girders,

decking, railing, footways, expansion joints and other such elements that combine to form the

bridge structure.

For the maintenance or relocation of any services located on or attached to any bridge structure,

refer to Activity 9 - Utility Services. Local Government is responsible for maintenance of the

support systems for its services and any other features associated with those services.

Approval from Main Roads must be obtained by any party (including service providers) prior to any

maintenance work being performed on a Main Roads bridge. In some cases Main Roads may

require a departmental officer to be present during such works. The cost of provision of this

officer and/or  any Main Roads design advise will be responsibility of the service provider.

Where a bridge overpass is declared a State-controlled road, but carries a Local Government road,

Local Government will be responsible for the maintenance of the local road deck wearing surface

(asphalt or other) and associated works to retain or maintain running surface integrity at expansion

joints. Local Government will be responsible for maintenance of any signs, street lighting and any

other local amenity features on the bridge as well as provision of electricity for road lighting. Main

Roads is responsible for maintaining the remainder of the structure.
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Banners, or any form of advertising erected on or attached to either a State-controlled road bridge

or a local government bridge above a State-controlled road, must be referred to Main Roads for

approval prior to erection.

Maintenance of Local Government bridges is a Local Government responsibility.

5 Maintenance Issues

The responsibility for the maintenance of the bridge structure and any attached structural elements

resides with Main Roads. For safety reasons, only authorised work performed by qualified

personnel may be performed on bridge structures.

Local Government is responsible for those non structural elements of the Local Government road

and infrastructure as it passes over or under a Main Roads bridge structure.

6 References

Transport Infrastructure Act 1994

Activity 13

Pedestrian Footways on Bridges and Pedestrian Footbridges

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of pedestrian

footways on road traffic bridges and separate dedicated pedestrian footbridges.

This policy applies to new and existing bridges.

2 Construction

Footways and footbridges are required to safely transfer pedestrians and cyclists across water

courses and highly trafficked roads. Principle 2 indicates that both Main Roads and Local

Government have responsibilities for the safety of pedestrians that are expected to share the road

space with vehicular traffic for roads under their control. Main Roads has a responsibility for

pedestrian footway construction on road bridges or separate pedestrian footbridges under the

following circumstances:
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a risk assessment indicates that there is a need for a dedicated footway or footbridge;

funds are available for construction;

construction of a footway on a road bridge or footbridge is structurally and economically

feasible;

there are no other suitable alternate crossing points in close proximity; and

Local Government and developer contributions are taken into account in the overall

assessment.

Facilities which generate a large concentration of pedestrian traffic will be considered to have some

responsibility in the safe movement of its patrons. In this regard, arrangements would be

negotiated with Local Government, other government agencies or developers and a sharing of

costs would apply. Such facilities would include railway stations, parking facilities, large shopping

centres etc.

Where an assessment by Main Roads indicates that a footway is not required at that time, or

cannot be currently funded, negotiations between Local Government, Main Roads and other parties

may be entered into. A contribution by Local Government or other parties may be required to

bring forward the project.

Main Roads may provide a footway in a number of forms, such as:

footway at or about pavement level on a bridge structure;

footway attached to but located outside of the bridge structure;

footway at a lower level than the pavement on the bridge structure;

separate independent footbridge structure;

an adjacent vehicular traffic bridge fully or partially converted for pedestrian use; or

low level causeway or culvert.
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Where the pedestrian traffic is created by a new development, conditions may be imposed on the

development for construction of the footway. In terms of the Local Government planning scheme

or Benchmark Development Schemes for the next five years of residential growth (if one exists),

conditions may be imposed where the development occurs out of sequence or impacts on the

safety or efficiency of the road infrastructure corridor.

When the pedestrian footway on a bridge also provides for utility services, private or Local

Government, a contribution toward the cost of the footway may be required.

3 Construction Issues

The pedestrian footway or footbridge could be thought of as an extension of the through road.

Pedestrians should be able to walk with a degree of safety along the road infrastructure corridor.

In rural areas, the pedestrian numbers are limited and breaks between traffic flows long enough to

allow for the crossing of a bridge with little risk involved. In these areas, the provision of a footway

is not warranted. In urban areas, there is often a need for footways on bridges or alternate safe

crossing points due to larger traffic and pedestrian volumes.

Applying Principle 2, Main Roads is responsible for the safe movement of pedestrians which may

come into conflict with vehicular traffic. The provision of facilities for pedestrians is mainly linked

to urban areas. Local Government has the major role to play in the provision of these local

amenities for pedestrian safety. Main Roads, however, has a responsibility for managing the safety of

pedestrians when they are in conflict with vehicular traffic. In determining the need for a

pedestrian walkway, a risk assessment is required.

A pedestrian footway on a road bridge, a separate dedicated pedestrian footbridge, or any other

method of removing the conflict between pedestrians and traffic, are considered to be equal viable

alternatives.

4 Maintenance

The maintenance of pedestrian footways is as follows:

Where it is deemed by legislation or otherwise agreed that either Main Roads, Local

Government or others are responsible for a structure, then that party has the responsibility

for the maintenance of the footway(s) on the road bridge (or attached to road bridge) or

dedicated footbridges, with respect to the integrity, operation and safety of the structure.
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In addition to the above, Local Government (or others) is responsible for the maintenance

of the footways on the above structures with respect to graffiti, litter and any local amenity

features.

‘Others” referred to in the above paragraphs are other parties who have accepted

responsibility for the maintenance of a bridge structure. This may include bridge structures

built under sponsorship arrangements.

5 Maintenance Issues

Main Roads accepts responsibility for maintenance of the footways on road bridges for the

following reasons:

Electrical and communication services are often run beneath the footway surface on road

bridges. Damage to these services can have considerable and adverse consequences;

Hand railing maintenance impacts onto the safety of pedestrians and through traffic; and

Maintenance costs of footway surfaces on road bridges is generally of a relatively minor

nature.

Local Government’s responsibility for maintenance of footways on bridges is consistent with the

policy on the maintenance of footways, footpaths and bikeways. However, in this case it may not

include structural maintenance.

6 References

Integrated Planning Act 1997.

Main Roads Engineering Note No: 55 - Policy for the provision of footways and services on bridges

and Telecom services in road reserves and on bridges (amended in part by Engineering Note 67).

Main Roads Engineering Note No: 67 - Amended policy for the provision of footways on bridges.
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Activity 14

Landscaping and Litter/Vegetation Control

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of landscaping as well

as litter and vegetation control on batters, footways, verges and medians. The maintenance of

footways and footpaths is addressed in Activity 7 - Footways and Footpaths.

2 Construction

Main Roads is responsible for the landscaping of batters, footways, verges and medians to the

standard required to provide fit-for-purpose, safe, tidy and visually appealing roads. Information on

landscaping design standards are set out in Main Roads policy documents and manuals, but

consultation with Local Government in relation to landscaping expectations should always occur.

Where Local Government requires a higher standard, or requires enhanced landscaping works,

funding by Main Roads will normally be limited to the level set by Main Roads standards. Where

enhanced works are to be performed at the request of Local Government or directly by Local

Government  e.g. decorative medians, gardens etc., the additional cost component may be funded

by Local Government. This  cost sharing may include associated additional items such as subsoil

drainage etc. which would otherwise not have been provided by Main Roads as part of original

design.

In areas where sprinkler systems are required to maintain the agreed standard of landscaping, cost

sharing will apply. Local Government will fund the cost of water supply. Control of sprinkler

systems will be by mutual agreement.

3 Construction Issues

Main Roads has wide-ranging responsibilities to fulfill in relation to landscape assessment, design and

management. These responsibilities are:

safety;

legal and corporate;

environmental;
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maintenance;

economic; and

aesthetic.

Associated considerations are therefore wide-ranging and must take the Main Roads’ overall

position into account. The benefits gained by additional road landscape beautification would

generally benefit the local community and, as such, Local Government should fund such additional

features.

The responsibility for the safe movement of traffic between major regional centres on State-

controlled roads resides with Main Roads. However, along State-controlled roads, there are a

number of examples of other shared responsibilities such as visual amenity issues, noxious weed

control, conservation of flora and fauna habitat, fire management, native title and cultural heritage

issues.

The local role of attracting visitors (and the benefits to be gained from this activity) is the

combined responsibility of Local Government, chambers of commerce and appropriate statutory

agencies such as Tourism Queensland and its regional tourist associations; as are local issues of neat

and clean parks and gardens, tourist attractions, shopping facilities etc.

4 Maintenance

Landscaping of batters, verges and medians constructed for Main Roads purposes, will be

maintained by Main Roads. This includes ongoing maintenance activities associated with landscaping

such as plant care, weed control, litter collection, graffiti removal, mowing, trimming and replanting.

Minimum maintenance intervention levels are set out in RMPC Guidelines. However, RMPC levels

are negotiated to cater for specific cases where higher standards are required.

Where enhanced landscaping works are to be performed at the request of Local Government or

directly by Local Government e.g. decorative medians, gardens etc. the maintenance of these areas

is to be undertaken by Local Government. This maintenance responsibility would include the

removal of any obstacles, overhanging branches of trees and shrubs which may present a potential

safety hazard to pedestrians or cyclists. In urban areas, the maintenance responsibility for the

footway from the kerb & channel to the property boundary is a Local Government responsibility.
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4.1 Urban Area Cost Sharing Arrangements

For urban areas, the general public’s expectations regarding landscaping, litter and vegetation

control, is that the roads in a particular area should be maintained to a similar standard.

Main Roads and Local Government should work together toward meeting such public

expectations.

While accepting the need for lower RMPC intervention levels in urban areas, adoption by

Main Roads of higher maintenance standards for landscaping, litter and vegetation control still

needs to be balanced against wider RMPC imperatives.

Inappropriate application of these levels would create funding shortfalls for other more

critical maintenance works such as pavement rehabilitation and maintenance.

Whilst being cognisant of these wider RMPC imperatives, where the maintenance standards

adopted by Local Government for landscaping, litter and vegetation control of Local

Government controlled roads are higher than the minimum maintenance requirements of

Main Roads (aimed to ensure through traffic safety and amenity), the maintenance standards

adopted by Main Roads for State-controlled roads should where appropriate be within the

limits of available funding and be of a similar maintenance standard to that adopted by Local

Government for local roads in that area.

Where Local Government still wants to pursue standards higher than the maintenance

standards adopted by Main Roads, Local Government will need to fund the resulting

additional maintenance cost. Maintenance cost sharing options under RMPC arrangements

include, but are not limited to, the following:

Total maintenance costs may be shared on a pre-agreed percentage basis with RMPC

intervention level funding being allocated to allow Local Government to pool both Main

Roads and Local Government funds to achieve higher maintenance standards; or

A lump sum item (normally subject to an upper limit cap) may be negotiated based on

pre-agreed maintenance intervention levels. Pre-agreed maintenance intervention levels

can then by delivered under an RMPC lump sum, with Local Government then meeting

the full cost of any additional maintenance intervention required by Local Government.

Similarly, an upper limit capped lump sum contribution by Main Roads to Local

Government could be negotiated on a basis not coming directly under RMPC

arrangements.
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5 Maintenance Issues

5.1 Landscaping Maintenance Issues

The degree of landscaping for State-controlled roads is defined by designs based on Main

Roads Road Landscape Manuals and Guidelines. Enhanced gardens, art forms etc. are

sometimes requested by Local Government.

Where enhanced works have been established at Local Government request e.g. decorative

medians, gardens etc., the additional works will be maintained by Local Government. This

responsibility would address the safety of passing pedestrians or cyclists.

5.2 Litter Control Issues

A minimum maintenance intervention level for litter control is required to ensure litter does

not affect safety standards. Main Roads therefore has a responsibility for litter collection on

its road network. The common disparity is that intervention levels around urban areas are

greater than for the remainder of the road network. Although the need for higher

intervention levels is taken into account when setting the RMPC levels, standards higher than

these are sometimes requested by Local Government.

5.3 Vegetation Control Issues

Since early settlement, much of the native flora and fauna habitats have been destroyed by

clearing for urban development, grazing of stock and agricultural activities. Development

activities have affected the natural manner in which vegetation is regenerated (e.g. bush fire).

In many areas, land clearing has been so widespread that the road reserve is the prime

source of important remnant vegetation. The road reserve contains significant environmental

areas, cultural heritage and historic sites. Additionally, native trees, shrubs, wildflowers and

native flora contribute to the visual amenity of the roadscape while enhancing the driving

experience. In this context, the mowing of the road reserve from boundary to boundary

may not be appropriate.

In rural areas, mowing intervention levels are primarily based on safety issues. The widths

and heights set for mowing are sufficient to allow motorists to discern guideposts, fauna,

stock, foreign objects and for safe vehicle movements onto the road shoulder. Other

considerations are fire threat management, weed control, conservation of native flora and

fauna habitat, sight distances on the approaches to bridges and roadside facilities etc. In the

rural to urban transition areas which occur at  entries to towns, the standards and areas of

mowing need to be individually assessed.
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In urban environments, vegetation control primarily relates to local amenity and health issues.

The resulting intervention levels are generally of a higher standard.

6 References

Main Roads Policy - Roadside Landscaping 18/4/94

Main Roads Manual - Road Landscape Manual  June 1997

Main Roads Engineering Note No. 24 - Policy on the planting of shrubs in the medians of multi-lane

roads including freeways and expressways.

Main Roads Standard Specification Roads: MRS 11.16 - Landscaping

Main Roads Manuals - Road Maintenance Performance Contracts

Activity 15

Road Lighting

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the design, construction, maintenance and operation of

intersection, route and pedestrian crossing lighting including motorways but excludes tunnels and

tollways. Departmental Policy & Guidelines for the Provision of Public Lighting Services is the

technical reference to be read in conjunction with this activity.

2 Standards and Tariffs

Shared road lighting shall comply with Australian Standard AS/NZ 1158 - Road Lighting.

Arrangements associated with existing road lighting which do not comply with this standard and/or

do not conform to Main Roads construction standards, shall be subject to local agreement between

both parties.

The apportionment of costs between Main Roads and Local Government shall be based on 

Tariff 71, Rate 2 as determined by the relevant Electricity Supply Corporation. Reimbursement

from Main Roads to Local Authority at Rate 2 shall apply even when shared lighting has been

provided at Tariff 71 Rates 1 or 3.
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3 Construction and Maintenance

3.1 Intersection, Junction and Roundabouts

The detailed warrants for intersection lighting are contained in the “Departmental Policy &

Guidelines for the Provision of Public Lighting Services.”  A summary of types of intersection

lighting is set out below:

3.1.1 General Provision

Where warrant conditions are met, intersection lighting may be provided by Main

Roads. Engineering judgment must be applied in considering all relevant factors to

assess the needs for road lighting.

3.1.2 Isolated Intersections

Where Category V lighting is deemed desirable, intersection lighting may be

provided.

3.1.3 Special Cases

Intersection lighting may be approved in special cases such as restricted visibility,

adverse conditions, auxiliary passing lanes, etc.

3.1.4 Signalised Intersections

At channelised intersections with raised medians/islands involving the upgrading or

installation of traffic signals, intersection lighting may be provided regardless of the

road lighting categories or traffic volumes of the intersecting roads. This includes

road lighting provided on joint use poles.

The responsibility for the design, installation, maintenance and operating costs of the

above types of intersection lighting is:

Main Roads 100 %

Local Government 0 %

3.2 Shared Cost Route Lighting (including where grouped with Intersection Lighting)

3.2.1 General provision

Route lighting may be provided in areas where:
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traffic volumes (AADT) exceeds 10,000 vehicles per day ; or

the traffic volume is approaching 10,000 vehicles per day; and/or

Main Roads considers that the road is associated with a special road safety
risk that may warrant route lighting; and

Main Roads and Local Government have indicated their willingness to
participate in cost sharing arrangements.

3.2.2 New Installations

The design, installation, maintenance and operating costs of all new lights as well as

the maintenance and operating costs of all existing lights along the route will be

apportioned:

Main Roads 67%

Local Government 33%

3.2.3 Existing installations

Where Local Government has provided route lighting, Main Roads may participate

in cost sharing arrangements subject to the following conditions:

availability of funds;

the Local Government has provided lighting which now satisfies the
warrants for intersection lighting for those intersections;

Main Roads agrees that the lighting meets the appropriate standard as
defined in the Australian Standard AS/NZ 1158 - Road Lighting;

is consistent with the applications of the AS/NZ 1158;

the lighting is not minor road lighting;

Main Roads intersection lighting contained within the route will be
combined with Local Government route lighting to form one large scheme;

costs are shared for any such large combined schemes.
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The maintenance and operating costs of an agreed route lighting scheme will be

apportioned:

Main Roads 67%

Local Government 33%

3.2.4 Modified Installations

The design and installation costs of any modifications to existing lighting associated

with adjacent land developments (including relocation and installation of lights to

upgrade an existing standard of lighting associated with adjacent land developments)

shall be the responsibility of the initiating authority. Maintenance and operating

costs will be apportioned to match adjoining sections in accordance with this policy.

3.3 Intersection Lighting/Route Lighting on Service Roads

Where the service road is a State-controlled road, the provisions of this policy shall apply to

cost apportionment for design, installation, maintenance and operating costs.

Where a service road is a Local Government road, the design, installation, maintenance and

operating costs shall be apportioned:

Main Roads 0%

Local Government 100%

Where road lighting on the separator between a Local Government service road and a State-

controlled road provides lighting for both the State-controlled road and Local Government

service road (e.g. from same pole), the costs shall be apportioned:

Main Roads 67%

Local Government 33%

3.4 Pedestrian Crossings

Pedestrian crossing lighting may be provided where the traffic volume (AADT) exceeds 1000

vehicles per day. Where Main Roads considers that the lighting of pedestrian crossings on

State-controlled roads is warranted or upgrading with supplementary lighting is required,

Main Roads will be responsible for the costs of design, installation, maintenance and

operation of the necessary lighting infrastructure.
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3.4.1 Special Cases

For traffic volumes less than 1000 vehicles per day, Main Roads may approve

supplementary lighting because of the following:

road location geometry;

background lighting (including offset of opposing headlights);

weather conditions (such as fog);

needs of pedestrians indicate special  risk; or

accident  history.

3.5 Main Roads Route Lighting

Where Main Roads considers provision of route lighting to be essential to the operational

safety of a State-controlled road, installation, maintenance and operating costs of such route

lighting is the responsibility of Main Roads e.g. where raised dividing median areas pose

unacceptable risk to through traffic safety if not defined by route lighting.

3.6 Motorways

Design, installation, maintenance and operating costs of all lighting on motorways is the

responsibility of Main Roads.

4 Construction and Maintenance Issues

Main Roads accepts the lighting of intersections where warrants are met.

Route lighting (including where grouped with intersection lighting) in the urbanised environment

provides benefit to a number of different road users - through traffic, local traffic, pedestrians using

adjacent footpaths and adjacent properties. It enhances the safety of pedestrians from a traffic

safety aspect as well as diminishing undesirable social aspects. Thus lighting is multifunctional as it

serves to enhance the safety for road users while also contributing to the amenity of the

surrounding area.

The cost sharing is based on the contribution that the lighting gives toward the local amenity

aspects and to road safety and efficiency aspects.
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Construction standards and equipment should comply with Main Roads requirements where

practicable to provide a uniform application and infrastructure.

5 References

Engineering Note No: 66 Roadway Lighting

Circular Letter No: 3289 Roadway Lighting (Excluding Freeways and Motorways)

Departmental Policy & Guidelines for the Provision of Public Lighting Services.

Australian Standard AS/NZ 1158 - Road Lighting.

Activity 16

Roadside Furniture and Facilities

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of roadside furniture

(e.g. safety barriers, sign posting etc.) and roadside facilities (e.g. safety ramps, picnic and vehicle rest

areas etc.).

2 Construction

Facilities have been provided on State-controlled roads which serve a number of different functions.

Principle 1 captures the essence of this activity. Main Roads focuses primarily on the safety and

efficiency issues related to traveling on State-controlled roads.

2.1 Roadside furniture and facilities on the State-controlled roads such as guard fencing, safety

barriers, sign posting, kilometre posts, emergency telephones, reflective markers, guide posts,

safety ramps etc., are the responsibility of Main Roads.

2.2 Facilities such as fireplaces, picnic shelters, heavy vehicle rest areas and roadside stopping

places may be the responsibility of Main Roads where such facilities support its strategies.

However, these facilities may be integrated with Local Government or privately owned

establishments if they meet certain criteria. For further information, reference should be

made to Main Roads Policy - Provision of Roadside Amenities. The strategy for the location

of these facilities is based on minimising driver fatigue hence increasing road safety.
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2.3 A number of facilities and information sources are provided on State-controlled roads which

are ancillary to the primary task of safety and efficiency. Facilities such as bus stops and

shelters, tourist information bays or display boards, additional enhanced fireplace or picnic

facilities & children’s playground equipment may be funded by Local Government, Queensland

Transport, other government agencies, regional tourist associations, service clubs, neighboring

highway townships and commercial enterprises in co-operation with Main Roads. For the

construction of enhanced or specialised roadside facilities, Main Roads may seek the

formation of cost sharing partnerships.

3 Construction Issues

Main Roads is responsible for the standards adopted across the State-controlled road network.

Other interested parties, including Local Government, may provide additional facilities if they feel

there is a requirement. However, contributions toward provision of these enhanced facilities may

be required.

4 Maintenance

4.1 The maintenance of roadside facilities as set out in 2.1, is the responsibility of Main Roads.

4.2 Local Government and organisations who have provided additional or enhanced facilities, are

responsible for maintenance as agreed in a maintenance partnership.

For additional information on road signs and road pavement marking refer to the Activity 17 - Signs

and Road Markings.

5 Maintenance Issues

The maintenance of the roadside facilities generally resides with the provider of the facilities. Main

Roads does not see its self as the sole provider of roadside facilities and welcomes the opportunity

to form partnerships with Local Government and other organisations.

Main Roads provides roadside rest areas for motorists based on a strategy for reducing driver

fatigue. At these areas, Main Roads would maintain the vehicle entry and exits, vehicle parking,

facilities, rubbish bins, cleaning etc.

Within these roadside rest areas, there may exist tourist information bays containing maps and

information (about local attractions, local scenic lookouts, local business, accommodation and

commercial advertising) .These facility may be constructed and maintained by Local Government

and/or regional tourism association or by a sponsorship arrangement.
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Playground equipment could be constructed and maintained by a local service organisation with

some form of sponsorship signage.

6 References

Main Roads Policy: Provision of Roadside Amenities

Activity 17

Signs and Road Markings

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of road signs and

linemarking along State-controlled roads and at intersections with local roads. The policy also

describes the criteria for responsibility for practical construction and maintenance.

2 Construction and Maintenance

Main Roads is responsible for the construction and maintenance of traffic signs and road markings

on State-controlled roads. Local Government will be responsible for the construction and

maintenance of traffic signs and road markings on local roads.

Main Roads accepts further responsibility with regard to intersections as indicated in Principle 1, i.e.

to ensure that the entry and exit from a State-controlled road is performed in a safe and efficient

manner. Main Roads accepts responsibility for some signage on local roads within the ‘zone of

influence’ of the intersection as follows:

2.1 Main Roads is responsible for construction and maintenance of traffic signs erected at

intersections with Local Government roads that directly affect the efficiency and safety of the

intersection. Main Roads responsibility will extend along intersecting Local Government

roads for a suitable distance to capture those signs associated with the safe and efficient

operation of the intersection.This responsibility does not include a number of signs which

are typically located at intersections but are of a secondary nature (e.g. community service

signs).

2.2 Main Roads is responsible for construction and maintenance of State-controlled road street

name signs, advance street name signs for both local and State-controlled roads, advance
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warning and advance direction signs on State-controlled roads and along adjoining Local

Government roads where these signs are required to regulate and warn about advance traffic

conditions on the State-controlled road.

2.3 Main Roads is responsible for construction and maintenance of signs associated with bridge

names, stream names and State borders on State-controlled roads.

2.4 Main Roads is responsible for construction and maintenance of road pavement markings on

State-controlled roads and along adjoining sections of Local Government roads if considered

necessary. Where linemarking on a Local Government side road is desirable to ensure the

safe and efficient entry and exit from a State-controlled road and is not provided by Local

Government, Main Roads may provide such linemarking up to an appropriate distance from

the road corridor boundary necessary for safe and efficient operation of the intersection.

2.5 Main Roads is responsible for construction and maintenance of traffic signs and road

markings associated with traffic control devices such as traffic signals and pedestrian crossings

at intersections with local roads.

2.6 Local Government is responsible for construction and maintenance of signs and road

markings along all service roads except in special cases where those service roads are

declared State-controlled roads.

2.7 Local Government is responsible for construction and maintenance of local street name

signs, suburb names, Local Government welcome and identification signs and community

facility name signs (e.g.. churches, libraries, swimming pools etc.) along local and State-

controlled roads (but excluding signs described in 2.2). Where these signs are located on

State-controlled roads they must be in accordance with the MUTCD and Main Roads

standards.

2.8 Where Local Government has received approval from Main Roads to install regulated

parking, metered parking, parking voucher systems or similar type signage along State-

controlled roads or provides for such signage on local roads, maintenance of these signs,

ancillary equipment and associated road markings, is the responsibility of Local Government.

2.9 Where Local Governments do not elect to sign a local road in rural areas, Main Roads may

sign such a road if it is considered that confusion to traffic may result and that a significant

volume of through traffic is adversely affected.
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3 Construction and Maintenance Issues

The policy describes a framework for construction and maintenance responsibility to aide

interpretation and to assist maintenance personnel from both Main Roads and Local Government

in the delivery of works.

It may be advantageous for Main Roads and Local Government to create responsibility plans for

specific areas in addition to the general plans shown in Appendix A.

4 References

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

Activity 18

Grade Separated Carriageways

1 Scope

The policy sets out the responsibilities for the construction and maintenance of structures

associated with grade separated carriageways such as bridges, structural ramps, retaining walls, steel

arches, pedestrian and bikeway tunnels.

This policy does not apply to structures approved under Ancilllary Works and Encroachments

permit conditions or Queensland Rail bridges.

2 Construction

Main Roads will be responsible for construction of approved purpose-built structures for the grade

separation of State-controlled roads, comprising bridges (including abutments, relieving slabs and

expansion joints), structural ramps, wearing surface, retaining walls, graded medians, pedestrian

tunnels, steel arches and the like, but only for those structures which directly benefit the operation

of State-controlled roads.

The declaration of the State-controlled road should define the limits, alignment and length of any

ramps, bridges, roundabouts and service roads.
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3 Construction Issues

These features are essential aspects of the road design since they contribute to the safe and

efficient operation of the State-controlled road network. They are usually provided because of the

higher order importance of State-controlled roads which require smoother vertical and horizontal

alignments and more elaborate solutions to high speed traffic interchanges.

4 Maintenance

Main Roads will be responsible for the maintenance of structures that it constructed for the grade

separation of State-controlled roads and Local Government roads, comprising bridges (including

abutments, relieving slabs and structural expansion joints), structural ramps, retaining walls,

pedestrian tunnels, steel arches and the like.

Where a grade separation structure supports the surface of a Local Government road, maintenance

of that road’s wearing surface, road markings, roadway lighting, traffic signs and all as located on the

structure will be the responsibility of the Local Government concerned. Graffiti type maintenance,

on the surfaces of grade separated structures, will be the responsibility of the party to which it is

exposed. i.e. If graffiti is directed at motorists on a local road, Local Government is responsible for

maintenance and likewise Main Roads is responsible for State-controlled roads.

Where pedestrian underpasses (including bikeways) are provided, the maintenance of inside wall

surfaces together with associated pathways, lighting systems and surface drains are the

responsibility of Local Government.

5 Maintenance issues

Generally, Main Roads responsibility will include the major structural elements associated with

grade separation of State-controlled roads e.g. for retaining structures, the structural integrity will

remain the responsibility of Main Roads. For overbridges carrying a Local Government road, the

bridge structure may be a State-controlled road and therefore the responsibility of Main Roads,

except for some specified items. The maintenance of these items such as the wearing surface,

linemarking, road signs and lighting are a Local Government responsibility as their provision and use

form part of the local road system. Refer also to Activity 12 - Bridges.
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 1
Type Cross Sections 1 to 6
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 2
Type Cross Sections 7 to 8
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 3
Type Cross Sections 9 to 11
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 4
Type Cross Section 12
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 5
Type Cross Sections 13 to 14
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 6
Rural Road Intersection
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 7
Urban Intersection
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Maintainenance Responsibility Plan 8
Urban Roundabouts
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